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ABSTRACT

This is an exploratory study designed to determine 
whether the creation of a structured, lengthy, and detailed 
autobiography has any measurable ; psychological effect upon 
the writero j

A Personality in College class was given the option 
of writing an autobiography or taking two traditional course 
examinations» The students were then given the Adjective 
Check List on three different occasions, the MMPI K-Scale, 
and a questionnaire concerning motivation for choosing or 
not choosing the autobiography option. ;

Results indicate that autobiography|writing has 
varied effects on different individuals depending, in part, 
at least, upon motivation. Students who were involved in a 
developmental crisis exhibited varying degrees of person
ality change while those writing the autobiography primarily 
for intellectual stimulation exhibited little or no person
ality change. It is suggested that the autobiography may be 
useful as a therapeutic tool, as a projective technique, a 
teaching aid, or a time-saving history-taking device.

Process scales are applied to autobiographical 
material with the suggestion as to the use of these scales 
in measuring effects of writing or simply as samples of 
process level.

vi



INTRODUCTION

Catharsis9 defined as the purification or purging of
Iemotions and postulated as a therapeutic technique by- 

Aristotle 9 did not become a popular treatment until the late 
nineteenth century when Breuer invented the "cathartic" 
methodo Freud (1924) subsequently elaborated and modified 
Breuer$s cathartic method creating a new therapeutic tool 
called psychoanalysiso Breuer?s catharsis which insisted 
upon direct concentration upon the events leading to the
formation of symptons and persistent efforts to reproduce

!'

the mental processes which were involved in the originating 
situation so as to facilitate a release of these mental 
processes through conscious operations later gave way to a 
technique whereby the analyst concerned himself with stud
ying whatever was occupying the patient9s mind at the 
moment rather than concentrating upon a particular problem 
(Freud9 195$)° Although all modern therapists do not agree 
upon a single definition of catharsis, most would accept a 
definition, which includes talking about oneself to another 
(Patterson, 1966)0 I

In the widest sense of the term, catharsis is con
sidered useful by most schools of psychotherapy todayo 
Talk, in fact, is the most basic tool of the psychotherapist 
and is used in nearly every psychotherapeutic situation*

1



I 2
While the importance of talking to another is widely accepted 
and nsed, a parallel procedure, the writing of an autobi
ography, is used primarily in the clinic for gathering 
rather specific life history data. Outsideithe clinic, the 
autobiography has been used expressly as a teaching tool in 
adjustment courses in colleges and universities.

In the past there has been little research performed 
on the effects of writing an autobiography (Driver, 1952).
As a consequence, we do not know whether writing an auto-!:
biography has the same effect as talking to a therapist =
Both techniques appear to share many of the I same components; 
for example, both are verbal expressions of one’s perception 
of one?s life history, feelings, and attitudes. Both have 
the effect of opening oneself to another person and dis
cussing with him the personal aspects of onje?s past as well 
as present feelings and attitudes. i

At the present time, we have no data as to the 
effect of autobiography writing on one's personality, 
whether it is a good teaching tool, whether it has any 
therapeutic effect on one's personality, or; whether it has 
any effect whatever on.the writer. It appears appropriate to 
study the effects of producing an autobiography for a number of 
reasons. The 1965 Chicago Conference on the Professional Prepa
ration of Clinical Psychologists (Hoeh, Ross, and Winder /T9667) 
indicates that a shortage of trained clinicians will continue.
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and, consequently, psychologists are spending a great deal of 
time and effort in the search for methods to reduce expend
iture of professional time* Community psychology with its 
emphasis on the application of clinical techniques to non- 
clinical settings, such as the poverty program, class room 
settings, etc., is becoming increasingly important.

As yet, the concept of community psychology repre
sents a hope, a hope that the laboratory and clinical pro
cedures of psychology can be adapted to settings in the 
community and will be effective outside the traditional

' I
clinic. The testing of effectiveness of clinical procedures 
outside the clinic is one of the first steps in making com
munity psychology a reality. Considering the possible 
economy of the use of the autobiography writing as a 
cathartic instrument, it appears worth®while to try this 
procedure in settings toward which community psychology is 
moving, one of which is the college campus = !■

The purpose of this paper then is td> study the 
effects or lack of effects writing a lengthy, structured 
autobiography has upon the individual writer.

The procedure used in this study is different from 
that used in most "scientific^ psychological studies found 
in the literature today. The procedure is qualitative 
rather than quantitative. Paul (1967) and itadisbn (in press) 
had noted qualitative study as being the most basic method of 
science and must precede controlled research. In order to
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locate the relevant dimensions of a new area of study such as 
autobiography writing, qualitative studies must pave the way 
for more explicit and quantitative studies under strict re-c, . i-
search control= Crude hypotheses rather than statistically 
significant supported conclusions for specific variables 
are the product to be expected of such research. Furthermore, 
this study is carried out in an aetion-research setting.
Since our capacity to exercise control in studies in action- 
research work is limited, very precise cause and effect 
relationships are nearly impossible. The procedure used in 
this study then is appropriate because of the dearth of 
information on autobiography writing. Before we can test 
hypotheses such as "the writing of an autobiography can 
facilitate self-acceptance" or "increased candidness in 
writing an autobiography results in increased positive 
personality change," we must discover whether or not 
writing an autobiography affects the individual at all.



PROCEDBEE

Forty students in Personality in College class at 
The University of Arizona were given an option of writing 
an autobiography and subsequent term, paper in lieu of 
writing two traditional examinations = Those who chose the 
autobiography option were given mimeographed instructions 
which specified particular areas to be included in the 
autobiography as well as instructions describing the amount 
of detail expected (see Appendix A) „

The course requirements for the autobiography 
group began with a first, draft of an autobiography which 
was due before midsemester examinations were written«
Besides the autobiography9 a term paper in which the 
student applied ten major concepts taught in the Personality 
in College course to his own personality was due at the end 
of the term. The students choosing this option were also 
asked to keep weekly journals which were to be spontaneous 
accounts of their most emotionally involving personal ex
periences. The journals were turned in at fhe end of the 
same week in which they were written. At the end of the 
semester, autobiography option students were interviewed 
both by the professor teaching the course and the present 
writer. Of the 17 students originally indicating their



intent to write an autobiography, 14 turned j: in completed 
autobiographies averaging 60 double-spaced typewritten pages 
(see Appendix B)<=

The only course requirement for those students not 
choosing the autobiography option was that they take two 
traditional examinations— one examination given about mid- 
semester, the other at the end of the semester»

In an attempt to measure effects of!the autobiography,
the Gough Adjective Check List was given three times to the

> . . .  :

entire class, that is, the students in all options: at the
beginning of the semester; after the autobiography had been 
handed in; and, after an equal period of time had elapsed 
(see Appendix S)« The Adjective Check Listfwas then scored 
so as to yield a self-acceptance ratio'.and a. self-eritieality 
ratio* Further analysis was made of the differences in ad
jectives circled most often by the two groups of individuals* 
The K scale of the MEPI (Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory) was also given to all students» A semantic dif
ferential type test was also administered at the same time 
and to the same students to which the Adjective Check List 
was administered* Mistakes in choice of seap.es as well as 
feelings on the part of the author that the scale was in
appropriate for this study prevented use of 'the data*

The study is an exploratory one since the effects 
of writing an autobiography were not known; indeed, it was
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not known whether the autobiography had any effect at all- 
Interviews with the students at the end of the course were 
held to determine the qualitative effects and, further, to 
supplement the Adjective Cheek List as a measure-

The particular Personality in College course under 
consideration was taught in a unique mannerJ Autobiographical 
material gathered from previous research subjects as well as 
a textbook presenting the instructor?s theory was used- This 
aided the students in writing their autobiography since they 
became more familiar with the desired content- Further, the 
students were told that the material they produced might be 
used in further research- Some students verbalized one 
of their reasons for choosing the autobiography option as 
contributing to further research concerning personality in 
college-

The Adjective Check List was also given to students 
registered in an Introductory Psychology coprse in an attempt 
to ascertain whether or not the students in jthe Personality 
in College course were different as a group from other college 
students - If they were different, for example in the direc
tion of less self-acceptance, then the data might be construed 
in a different light - Further, the control group was used to 
determine whether a class taught in a unique manner of this 
particular Personality in College course might not create a 
greater propensity for change in a student» |
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The control group was different from the experimental 
group in that most of the students were freshmen as opposed 
primarily to a sophomore population in the Personality in 
College classo Results indicate that the Personality in 
College group was not different as a group since the mean 
self-acceptance scores of the Personality in College group 
and Introductory Psychology group were very I similar« The 
Personality in College group did appear to evidence more 
change in the direction of more self-acceptance; however, 
the change was not significant„



RESULTS

Interview Findings 
The results of the interviews yielded more promising 

data on the effects of writing an autobiography than did the 
Adjective Check Lists (see Appendix D) <, The most obvious 
finding that evolved from the interviews was that students 
reacted very individually and differently to the writing of 
their life histories.

Because of the nature of the material dealt with in 
this study9 ethical considerations were of utmost importance. 
Students writing their autobiographies werel instructed to 
choose a code name and to use this code namje throughout 
their writing. Names, dates, and places were disguised in 
the autobiographies, journals, as well as the verbatim tran
scripts. Even on the testing, code names or numbers were 
used to protect the identity of the students.

The case of Willy is chosen to be presented first to 
make the point that dramatic psychological effects did indeed 
occur as the result of writing an autobiography. Willy, a 
boyish-looking juniorrwho had made one serious suicide attempt, 
stated that "it /the autobiography/ literally saved my life." 
He indicated that even after his first suicide attempt he was 
seriously considering another attempt. Writing his autobi
ography and.the subsequent reading of it by his friend was

9



the impetus to his re-evaluation of his life. Here, in
Willy’s m m  words in an interview with Processor Madison,
is his evaluation of the impact of writing an autobiography

Dr. Madison: First let me ask you how you happened
to choose the autobiography option?
Willy: You mean how did I get started?
Dr. Madison: Yes, why did you choose that option
rather than not choosing it? |
Willy: I guess the main reason was because I don’t
like to take tests, you know, and I read the.require
ments and the things you would have to do with your 
autobiography and the things you would have to put in 
your autobiography (Dr. Madison: Uh-huh) and I knew
how extensive it was, so, I guess I like challenges 
and stuff so I figured this would be a little harder 
than the other way, and I’ll get a little more out 
of it if I really work at it. So I decided, Well,
I’ll take the option. And I’m glad I did.
Dr. Madison: 0. I. Now that you have written your
autobiography, can you tell me something about how 
it went and how did it feel to be in the option?
How did it feel to write your'autobiography and -what 
kind of effects did it have on you? 1
Willy: I guess the hardest part of the autobiography 
was writing it because you have to be truthful and 
honest as you’re writing it. And I didjn’t think in 
myself that I had done much to where I could write 
it that honestly but I decided I’d try it anyway. So 
I jumped in and took it in different spurts when I . 
was in different moods. At different times as I was 
writing it, it was quite hard to do but! the Saturday 
night before I turned it in, as I was finishing it 
up, I was finishing writing it, and my friend was 
typing it out and he was reading it as he was typing 
it along, and I had some anxiety, you know-,-What 
would happen if someone would read this? You know,
I realized that I was going to turn it linj that 15 
Other people would be reading it but it was like it 
was so far away I wouldn’t see them as they were 
actually reading my autobiography so it wouldn’t 
mean anything to me. You know, like if they had a 
reaction whether they laughed at it or made fun of



ito They would do that on their own and 1 ?d never 
see it. Sos here was this guy typing it up and he 
didn?t make too many comments as he was going through. 
He just typed it up. And when we;were all through, it 
was about four or five in the morning. ! 1 asked-, "What 
did you think of it?" You know, I wanted to know his 
opinion and what he thought. "Well, itfs very com
prehensive." And I said, "Don?t you have any other 
feelings about it in any way?" And he said, "Well, 
certain things in there"— (like I was talking -about 
my fatherfs death and stuff). He said, "I almost 
got a tear in my eye as I was typing it I- out, you 
know." So we talked awhile and we went out and swam 
in the pool at the apartments there and I just started 
to open up and asked him all kinds of questions. Then 
in some of these things, well, I was testing him to 
see if he would use what he had.read against me, and 
he didn’t. I guess this is the biggest| thing that I 
guess anybody would have in writing an autobiography 
is if the people who read it— will they use it against 
him? Because of this, the things that are in an autobiography are things that are deeply personal to that 
person, and they’re not willing to put it down non- 
feally like if you’re just writing some paper. Like,
I know this friend of mine is writing a small auto
biography for being accepted in another university, 
but it’s not detailed or anything. But! this kind of 
an autobiography, you’re always scared about it, 
when you’re writing it— the effects. The good things 
that have come out of it 1 guess are just having 
everything down in black and white, the things you 
have done and things that maybe you’re not proud of, 
that you did. If you could look, if yoja could put 
them down and it’s like you can take one step back
ward and take an objective look at it and this is 
what I tried to do. You know, all semester, as we 
were going through and learning theory. I’d go back 
and I’d read it, or I could remember what I had 
written, and I could.apply it in my own! mind, as I 
was going through. It’s from this objective look 
about things that you have done that are personal 
and that I think the value comes. Because if you 
only tell.somebody it doesn’t mean anything because 
you say it and it’s gone. But if you hhve.it down 
on paper you know it’s there. A lot of! times you 
forget some of the details or something! and if you 
learn the theory you can always take the theory back 
and look at it objectively. And I guess that’s where 
the educational value comes in. ... . And that’s about 
all. J
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Pro Madison: Why did having your roommate read this
and his reaction to it have such an impact on you?
Willys I guess it ys because before I was always— I 
would.consider myself an introvert and I wouldn?t . 
tell anybody anything that was of a personal nature= 
We*d talk about the baseball games and the weather, 
but 9 you know, things like sex or anything I just 
wouldn’t mentiono But it seems like when he did read 
this then we had a common ground to stand on, a more 
deep basis for a deeper friendship = Then, in turn, 
he opened to me some of the things, you know, that 
were personal to him, and this is what a friendship 
is based on. I don’t think a true friendship is 
based on soda pop, you know, and what did you do 
yesterday while I speeded on Speedway or something.
I mean it’s things like what has concerned your life, 
you know, the deep things, and what hasiconcerned my 
life and this is what he bases real friendship on.
Dr. Madisons Did it have any effects on your attitude 
toward yourself? |
Willy: Yes, it made me less self-critical, I guess
you could say, because, at the beginning, as.I was 
writing it I really felt like a slob, you know, for 
all the things I’d done and that I’d felt were really 
bad and I put them down anyway because I said. Well, 
this is the moment of truth; you may as - well write it 
down. If it’s true, write it— so I did. And when
Tracy read it, I could see in him as we were talking
about it that there was something good In it besides 
all the other things that had been wrong and every
thing. And this made me wonder. Before I had never 
seen anything good in myself or my life, and when I 
wrote itldown I thought it was pretty well one hundred 
per cent junk.. But when he read it, he; had Seme spark 
of hope in his voice, and I thought, Hey, what’s going 
on here? You know, like maybe I should be seeing 
something in there too. So, I started looking in there 
and I realized now that everything that; happened wasn’t
all bad. It’s blown up in my own mind,j you know, out
of proportion and that I can see good things in it. I 
shouldn’t be so self-critical about all the things that 
have happened. But I think it’s just— I don’t see how 
it could have been accomplished on my own, you know, 
like I think I would have gone straight through life 
being.as critical as I am, as I was before this se
mester. I guess I would have a tough outer coating -
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after awhile<= You know, like you’ve been knocked 
around in life* But deep down inside you’re still 
bitter about it and you still are self-critical» How 
I have some self-enlightenment, so I can go on something that is me, something basic I .can go through
out life with, with— it’s like I’m armed now with self-understandingo I think this is pretty important»
Dro Madison: You mean the fact that Tracy didn’t see
your autobiography as all that bad gave you something 
of a jolt then? I
Willy2 It shocked me! I either thought something 
was wrong with him or something was wrong with-me 
that I couldn’t see it, you know. It’si like a— like 
you see a little spark in somebody else, and you say, 
"Well, it’s not that bad." !
Dr. Madison: How did you decide that it wasn’t him
that was at.fSuit, that he wasn’t just blind?
Willy: I guess it took the whole semester, reallyto get this fully in my mind that it wasn’t just him 
saying it, or something, because when he first told 
me I didn’t trust him and I thought he’s just saying 
that. If somebody would read it that didn’t want to 
hurt me or something they would just say, "Well, it’s 
not that bad." But, in writing journals and things 
like that, you can kind of get an idea on your own 
and it kind of grows all the time, it’si a gradual 
process you’re just— self-understandingj is just a 
slow process. \

Dr. Madison: Uh-huh. Let me ask you about Psychol
ogy 34 then. You’ve been describing the autobi
ography as such but you’re also involved in this 
laboratory course. Could you think about that 
course and give me a description of how it appears 
from the inside? How did you feel about the course, 
what effect did -it- have that you could talk of, if 
any?
Willy: Well, I ’d say something but you’d probably
think I’m dumb.or something, but if I look at it 
and /Psychology/ 24 and /"Psychology/ 34, really, together in the semester, it’s like— itl’s been like 
the one and the same as far as I’m concerned.

The writing of an autobiography had a very profound 
therapeutic effect upon Jenny. That she appears to have



been in a developmental crisis at the time of writing is 
substantiated by the fact that she attended! class only 
three times during the semester. Her reasons for not 
attending class were that she was severely frightened by 
the professor and further was threatened by the course text, 
Personality in College, which included much autobiographical 
material of college students, Jenny9s tear-stained auto
biography was written in one night, and when she threw the 
hand-written paper on the professorfs desk,!she wanted to 
say (she later confessed), tfYou can shove it up your ass!11 
Again, Jenny8s words in her interview with Professor 
Madison will stand as testimonial to the effect that writing 
an autobiography had on her life, i

Dr, Madison: Jenny,,could you say first how you
came, to choose the autobiography option?
Jenny: Mainly, because I hadn’t gone to your class
that much. I’d rather do that than concepts, I 
hadn’t gone to the class, I was interested in . 
writing it; I tried to tackle one of these before 
and I put it,down and couldn’t finish it. That was 
a long time ago when I was in high school, .1 felt 
secure enough, if that’s the word, to try it again.
The autobiography was a challenge to me— a challenge 
to me to see if I could do it. And I wasn’t sure
that I could, . _
Dr, Madison: How did it feel once you got into it?
How did it go?
Jenny: It was hard, extremely difficult for me to
write and it hurt a great deal.
Dr, Madison: It hurt? i
Jenny: Yah, My effective way to deal with life was 
to block it out when something got too close to me.
When I went back and wrote that autobiography, I had



to relive all that stuff over again, and it was almost 
like being there again so I could.bring up some very 
vivid memories that I had very effectively forgotten abouto
Pro Madison: Then it was the way the autobiography
brought up these things that made it painful?
Jenny: Yes, when I finished that I was so empty in
side, I just sat there for a couple of hours» But it was.a relief that I did it. Also that I was. ca
pable of doing this<> . Think I was very much afraid 
to give it to you.
Ir. Madison: Afraid to give it to me?
Jenny: Uh-huh. I don’t know what I thought you were 
going to do but it was like I handed my life to you.
I didn’t want to be hurt by it again.
Pr. Madison: Somehow, handing it to me might lead
to your being hurt again?
Jenny: :That gave you power over my life, Pr. Madison, 
you know.
Dr. Madison: In what way?
Jenny:. I had to open myself up to somebody. That was
almost complete and absolute. I had never done that 
before. That meant being totally open to another 
human being which is a little bit scary.
Dr. Madison: Uh-huh. Being open is scary?
Jenny: Uh-huh, it is to me. It used to be. It’s
not so bad anymore. (Dr. Madison: uh-huh.) But
that was the first time that I ever let anybody get
that close to me.- (Dr. Madison: Uh-huh.) That’s
the way it felt— like I handed over my life to you.
Dr. Madison: You say that it’s not scary, but that
it was the first time?
Jenny: Uh-huh. When I walked in the group and threw
that on your desk, that was not anger, that was fear.
Dr. Madison: Uh-huh. You were afraid? Really
scared? •



Jennys Very much so. S© I cover it up with anger. 
The only place it shows is - in my eyes. A M  I was 
right at the point of tears when I threw,that on 
your desk.
Dr. Madison: Was the fear just a general or specific
fear or were you afraid that I would do particular 
things that you were imagining or could name?
Jenny: 3fos it was (clearing throat) a generalizedfear. Just, just letting myself get that open to 
somebody. I was very glad to do it. It was very • 
hard to do the first time. It?s fear through igno
rance. (Dr. Madison: Uh-huh.) Fear because you
don?t know what4s going to happen.
Dr. Madison: Did you imagine some things that I
might do that would make you more afraid?
Jenny: The only thing that I was afraid of was that
you were. going to make me talk about it and I was 
not quite ready to.' (Dr. Madison: Uh-huh.) And I
dicta H  want to. That is what 1" was afraid of.
Dr. Madison: I see. (Jenny: In particular.) And
you imagined that you would then— yourd have to come in and then I*d say, "What about this and what about 
that?tJ -
Jenny: Yes. (Dr. Madison: Uh-huh.) And I wasn*t
ready to do that at that particular time.
Dr. Madison: Could you, could you think about what
influence it had— or did it have any? You had 
written the autobiography; you threw -it on my desk.
What meaning did that have for you? What was theaftermath of it? Did it have any consequences?
Jenny: Yes, sir. That was very important to me
because it meant to , me— because it meant to me that 
for the first time I could be open to someone, to 
another person. That was, the paper took a lot of
courage for me. (Dr. Madison: Uh-huh»} It meantto me that I had the courage to do it. „..The after 
affect was that I didn’t get hurt by it.. Also that 
it is now more easy for me to be open with.people. 
That somehow in letting you know this sort of crazy, 
mixed up life that I feel, that I have lived, that 
you were going to think that I was some kind of nut, 
you were going to come down on my head and say, you
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know, that yem were a failure or you8re no good.That8s what it meant =
Pro Madisons How do you feel about talking about 
that type of thing now to other people? You say that 
was the first time. (Jenny: Uh-huh.) - That was more
than a month ago. How .are things as of today?
Jenny: Still improving. Everyday it is easier for
me to be more spontaneous with people, to be more open with them, to communicate with people and that8s 
what is vitally important to me. I can communicate with you about personal things. Probably better 
than I can with anybody else. I 8ve got enough trust 
in you to know that I 8m not going to get hurt.
Dr. Madison: Uh-huh . . .  then that autobiography
and turning it. in was the first step?
Jenny: Yes, sir.

To Mare, a young practicing homosexual, the autobi
ography meant making a commitment and involving someone else 
in the commitment so as to gauge his progress on the attain
ment of his goal. This desire to let a therapist or another 
see how one has improved has been shown by ©rlinski and 
Howard (1968) to be one of the prime components of an ideal 
therapy experience.

• In an interview with Professor Madison, Marc dis
cusses his feelings about the effects writing an autobi
ography has on personality development.

Dr. Madison: Marc, could you then say how you have 
responded to the autobiography option? What it has 
meant to you? How you reacted?
Marc: Basically, I find it very helpful because I
get a better insight into myself. The more I wrote 
down, the more detailed 1 got in my.autobiography, 
the better I could understand myself. That8s about 
it. (Laugh.)



Pro Madisons Gould you point to some places where 
you got a better understanding?
Marc: Wells I think the best way to describe itwould be o o o I got a letter from my brother, and 
he said that most people tend to think in terms of 
pictures or phrases and not in single words; they 
don®t think everything out in detail and, by writing 
it down, I was actually committing myself on paper 
to everything I had been thinking and then by knowing that somebody else was going to read it, I 
further committed myself= Like I said in the auto
biography, I wanted to hand- it in to commit myself 
to my theory of bisexuality= So by doing this now,I say I ?d have to go through with my theory to prove 
it, met only to myself but also to the people I was 
telling it to. So it*8 a commitment.
Br. Madison: So it was a commitment to develop
toward bisexuality?
Marc: Eight. I wanted it, and that?s why I com
mitted myself. .So I would pressure myself into 
doing it. -
Dr. Madison: How do you feel that this pressures
you into doing it?
Marc: Well, in my ego-ideal I said that I wanted to
be a perfect person, and, therefore, being homosexual 
in our society is not perfect. Bisexuality really 
isn’t perfect either but at least that way I’d be 
closer to it, to attaining the goal of heterosex
uality, so.by committing myself into becoming bi
sexual, I’d be attaining the goal of becoming-— of 
fulfilling my ideal self.
Dr. Madison: Couldn’t you have committed yourself
without writing am autobiography? How did the auto
biography serve as a commitment to you in the sense 
that you feel?
Marc: Well, when you’re just thinking of something
you’re not committing yourself actually. You have to 
tell it to somebody br write it down or something of 
that sort to commit yourself to it. It can’t be just 
mental commitment, there’s not enough.forces if it is 
just a mental commitment. You have to have outside 
force coming in. Like when I committed myself in the 
autobiography, I knew I’d be.coming in and talking



probably and that way I should have had further 
advancement toward my goal then®
Pro Madisons In other words, putting it down— not 
only putting it down in words but then having someone else read it or talk to you somehow makes some 
difference to you— that's important? The difference 
you're calling commitment, the difference in how 
you feel about this goal, and the difference in 
determination of some kind, and it helps you move toward that goal in some significant sense, is that it?
Marc: Yeah, it's also that other people are real
izing that you're attaining your goal, too, It's, 
ah, recognition by others of your attaining your 
goal= I can't think of the word to describe it, 
sort of o o o ah, well, it's a positive <= » . sort 
of a praise, maybe, that's not quite the word, though„
Pro Madisong And the idea, perhaps, that your, that 
someone like me or— this— the audience that the writer 
addresses himself to and just puts the words down, 
that we'd like that; would like your effort and would 
approve,
Marc: Yeah, Well, everybody wants to be recognized;
man is a social being, (Pr, Madison: Ph-huh,J And
anything he does he likes,to be recognized by someone 
else, so when you do something, when you write it 
down, it's a way of conveying your thoughts to them, 
(Pr, Madison: Uh-h'uh,j Usually when you write some
thing, .down it becomes clear, too, it's usually harder 
to speak spontaneously, (Pr, Madison: Yeah,) And
say what you're trying to-'say,, but if. you sit - there 
-and think of it and as you're writing it, you can 
back up to what you said and continue on— rein
tegrate other thoughts into it,
Pr, Madison: I think I understand what you mean,
about the commitment and all. Let me ask you, "Pan 
you think back how you got into- the autobiography 
option? What led you to take the option? "
Marc: Because I wanted to commit myself, I was
always looking for another way to really commit myself, a way of, sort of, sharing myself by doing it. 
And the autobiography gave me the best way of accom
plishing this, not only just writing it down, but



■ also I had a teacher I could talk to; I was learning 
different concepts, about it, about personality, which 
I could use.
Dr. Madisons So, you had been searching, searching 
for some way to move in this direction, and the autobiography looked like a place to start, for an op
portunity.
Marcs In the autobiography, I mentioned what Mare 
/the Marc referred to here is.a friend of Marc’s/ had said about waiting until I felt the time wasright to try and become bisexual, and I felt that
this was the best time now. I had had.previous 
knowledge in psychology and sociology and now I can 
apply it; put it down on paper and work it out.
Plus, knowing Linda helped, too. It was a good time 
’cause I had known her and liked her.

Scott, like Willy, was participating in a develop
mental group at the time he was writing his autobiography.
The developmental group consisted of 12 to 15 normal stu
dents who met weekly as part of the course requirement to 
discuss themselves and generally follow the goals of group 
therapy. Although both were in these groups, they attributed 
a great deal of their personality change to autobiography
writing and indicated that change resulting from group
activities was enhanced by autobiography writing with the 
understanding that others would read it.

Scott related to the author that the autobiography 
changed his whole life. ’’Things pop into place when you see 
them written down. It’s concrete evidence where you failed." 
He further indicated that previously his goal in life had 
simply been pleasure-seeking. By noting this, he was able 
to set new, more altruistic goals. Scott’s interview with



Dr* Madison sheds further light on the extent to which the
autobiography was responsible for his personality change«

Dro Madison: How have you reacted to the actual
writing of it,, what has it meant to you in feeling 
terms; what has it done to you, if anything, has it 
had any influence on you? You might just start out 
with why you decided to take the autobiography option 
in the first place in 24, and then go into?.some of 
these other things =
Scottt Well, I started out taking the 24, Psychology 
24 and 34 at the same time so I thought it was advan
tageous to write a term paper,.take the autobiography 
optiono I didnvt have any reservations about it; ah,
I didn’t feel very inhibited= In the course of writ
ing an autobiography. I’ve, ah,.sort a* relived my 
past; I’ve sort a ! neglected in a way, I never really 
did look back and look how my life has been laid out„
I was o o o I knew it was not the greatest path in 
front of me that anyone could take. That, in retro
spect, laying out all my past life in front of me is, 
has made me pick out the bad things and the good 
things, In general, I think it’s been really thera
peutic in.a way, because it’s made me see why I 
stand the way I do now. In other words, I see where 
I went wrong now, in the course of writing my autobiography, in writing all these things down, they 
all came together to an end and they point out to me just where I ’ve been wrong, and didn’t realize.
Dr, Madison: Could you mention some of these in
sights that.you had?
Scott: Sure, ah, for example, for the last seven
years, most of my adolescent years. I’ve been pri
marily interested in myself, I mean, I noted this 
mostly when I wrote the autobiography,, It just kept 
hitting me; everything I wrote kept hitting me, 
pointing that everything I’ve been doing has been 
me, it’s never been anyone else, and this I gener
alized as being why I am shy and why I am anxious, 
and repressed, I just , , , all these, ah, things 
I did for myself, for my own self-interest have 
brought out in me now what had , = , what was 
always wrong with me, which basically was shyness, 
and moodiness. Just general repression. So now, 
after writing the paper, I.realize that what I 
should do is redress by bringing myself out. And



this has been very therapeutical$ by being more talk
ative, less anxious, more relaxed, and just trying |0 get along with those people that I haven?t gotten 
along witho And, just trying to be as frank as possible where I havenet been. Another aspect that I 
can think of.is the defense mechanism that I have - 
been using all my life. For example, I*ve always 
made myself up to be a man-about-town,.and things 
like that. For example, girls. I talk a lot, but, in essence, it wasn?t all true. It was just sort of 
a reaction formation. Just doing.the opposite. I 
was always saying the opposite of what was true. .
This I didn’t realize; it was all unconscious, but 
now it’s coming to light since I ’ve written the paper.
Dr. Madison g low do you mean you said the opposite 
of what was true in relation to the man-about-town 
image?
Scott: Oh, well, if someone were to read the auto
biography, they would think, "Well, he’s generally 
an aggressive person and so on," but, in reality, 
well, just to be very specific,-like seventy-five 
per cent of the times that I go to bed with a girl 
I can’t get turned on. This is something I myself 
knew, no one else did, except for the other party 
involved, of course. That was, sort of, although 
it— it caused anxiety,.I passed it off and didn’t 
let it bother me, but ah, it bothered me. That’s—  
that’s pretty specific, I think.
Dr. Madison: I see. Then this discrepancy between
the way you tended to put things or picture yourself 
in these underlying experiences came off more strongly 
in writing about it?
Scott: Well, although, through the paper I used
defense mechanisms still making myself up that way, 
you know. After I wrote it, I realized just what I 
was doing. I wasn’t true about myself in a sense.
I mean this has been another thing in my life—  
making up a lot of things. I just generally talk 
about a lot of things that just aren’t true. They 
were just the opposite of what they are.
Dr. Madison: And this, do you see this more clearly,
or more forcibly, or just how has the autobiography 
affected that?
Scott: Well, it’s just— it’s shown it more clearly
and in the course of doing these things I didn’t, I
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wasm*t thinking about them, or many— or what they would do, but now, now that X 9ye come to realize 
how many times they?ve been done, how silly it 
really is, it's just brought me out to be more frank, 
(Long pause,)
Dr, Madison: Anything else you want to mention?
Does.that cover it?
Scott: Yes,

Patty took the autobiography option because she 
"likes to write papers," To her, the reason for writing was 
more an intellectual challenge rather than an attempt to 
work out or overcome a developmental problem. Apparently 
she experienced little anxiety in writing the paper. She 
indicated in her interview that she was normally a very 
open person and could talk to just about anyone about her 
personal problems. More than half of the autobiographies 
written were similar to Patty's in reported motivation and 
outcome. Consequently, the reader might consider Patty's 
responses and feelings typical of the group who wrote the 
autobiography primarily as an intellectually stimulating 
class requirement and who extracted from the assignment 
principally intellectual rewards. The contrast between this
group and the four individuals who evidenced specific per-

• • -sonality changes will be made later in the paper, Patty
appeared to enjoy the interview with Dr, Madison as much
as she did the writing of the paper.

Dr, Madison: Patty, I have been asking some students
to say something about how they happened to choose 
the autobiography option. Could you say why you are 
in it?



Pattys Wells it®s different'amd I thoughts well, it might be something developmental for me, that 
I could, get something more out of it than just 
reading the text and listening to lectures and then 
taking the test* And I also think that your en
deavors with your ease.studies and everything are 
very worth-while and if I can give you some more data, that makes me happy too*
Dr„ Madison g How did you find the option once you 
got into it| how did you feel about it?
Pattys It®s a lot of work, but it8s fun. I haven81 
finished.the paper yet, but I enjoyed it. I had a 
lot of fun doing it and I enjoyed writing the auto
biography.
Dr. Madisons You really liked it, huh? Ho hard 
moments, emotionally?
Patty: Not really, I . . . some was, I guess there8s
a certain element of.trust in it. I knew that What 
I said was confidential and I knew I wasn8t saying 
anything that I hadn81 really thought about before.
It was nothing.like, “Gee, I did this when I was 12 
years old,88 and I 8d forgotten it. That8s a.big hairy 
momentf well, it's just writing down facts for you to 
use, for me to use.
Dr. Madison: So these were familiar things you8dbeen over and thought about all along?
Patty: Oh, yeah. My life has just been pretty
much, you know, here it is, and there8s not that 
much that has been repressed or however you want to 
say it. It's all just pretty much out in the open.
Dr. Madison: Were there any aspects in your life
you felt touchy about and hesitant to write on?
Patty: I think . . . no, everything that is in
cluded there which is just everything significant 
is . . .  I just wrote it.
Dr. Madison: Uh-huh. You kept something out?
Patty: Not consciously. I didn't leave anything
out that I knew I was leaving out that I felt I 
should add. If I left some things out it wasn't, 
either it was not remembered or not relevant, as 
far as I'm concerned.
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Dr. Madisong Well* bow that youvve written the auto
biography and it's dome, does the act of writing—  having written it down— make any difference? Does 
the effort of putting it down and having it -all there 
make any difference ever not having written it?
Patty: You mean emotional?
Dr. Madison: Yes* and in your ideas about yourself
and your insight or understanding of yourself or 
whatever.
Patty: I don't think so. I really don't. Writing
it all down in an organised.way* I read it over and 
there are lots of little things I .could have put in, 
but just little incidents I thought were cute or could 
be in something like that but nothing major. It's 
just things I knew about that had happened that I had 
done and they were there. It was still fun just. 
sitting there reminiscing and putting it all down, 
but that's all. It was not a traumatic . . . thing to do. I didn't have any problems.
Dr. Madison: These things are interesting. Some,
students have terrible times writing the autobiography and some people, like yourself, seem to 
enjoy it.
Patty: I think a lot of them haven't had quite as
easy a life as I have. I haven't had a very hard 
time of it. I think nothing I can remember that was 
awfully, awfully traumatic, scary or upsetting.
Dr. Madison: Since it's such a big effort for an
ordinary course, do you see it as all that worth
while for you?
Patty: Yeah, I think it was because I'm not looking
at it from the.point Of Psychology 24 which is three 
units of a lower division of psychology. If I were 
doing that, I would have just taken the test option 
and called it jake. But I thought it was just some
thing I could do, that would be a little out of the 
ordinary because that's how you're going to get 
ahead and make something out of ourselves. You have 
to do just a little extra, get up there and do it.
Dr. Madison: So you saw some challenge in it of some
kind? (Patty: Yes.) Something that didn't have to
do with-just course grades and three units. Well, I



haven?t spotted that challenge9 I don?t feel that 
I ?ve nailed it down in terms of what it meant to youo
Patty: Well, I don?t think I went into it knowing
what it meant for meo I just wanted to see what 
would happen. It's just something extra; I took the 
tests too. In other words, tests, course grades, 
finals . . . there's something else, too, like if 
there's an optional paper or exam in a course which 
I've had several times then I take it and I write 
the paper just to see what will happen. Just to 
have something that I've written sitting in front 
of me. I think it's.a better form of education, as 
I think you do, too. (Dr. Hadison: Uh-huh.) If
you just, in other words, you are using your own 
head, just writing something instead of just reading and listening:to the teacher.
Dr. Madison: I notice you say "something I've
written." . .
Patty: Something that's me.
Dr. Madison: Is that the key?
Patty: Probably, probably. I like to ah, yeah, I
like to be able to instead of . . . all right, say, 
here's a test I took which the teacher wrote out 
and I filled in the answers. Well, here's something 
that's completely me. I look at it and there's 
several teachers. Here I write a tera; paper that's 
required or a term paper.that was optional and the 
assignment was write a paper, and that was it, and, 
in other words, you could just pick one topic or a 
couple of topics and weave them in together and 
come up with something that's creative = And I've 
come up very well. But I love it.
Dr. Madison: And- you always take those extra
options even though they mean more work?
Patty: Oh, yeah. I find it interesting. I had a 
philosophy course last year, that he said if you 
want to write an optional paper, you know, to count 
in our favor, but not too much. He said to write a 
five- or six^page research paper on any aspect of the course you want and I went to the library and I 
got interested and ended - up‘with, a paper about 12 . 
pages long, and he loved it; he ate it up. Now
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I ?m trying t© get it back from him ?cause I want it 
and he can?t find it. No, I enjoyed it.
Dr. Madison: Tom know, you seem to have some kind
of special intellectual drive.
Patty: Either that or I*a a masochist taking on allthat extra work. I donvt know. I?d rather write a 
paper than not. .

Questionnaire Findings 
Not all the autobiography writers experienced as 

gross a personality influence as Willy, Jenny, Marc, and 
Scott nor so little effect on personality as did Patty. It 
may be profitable to think of the effects of autobiography 
writing as being on a continuum from very intense personality 
change to little or no personality change but rather some 
sense of intellectual fulfillment. Willy, them, would stand 
on one end of the continuum while Patty would be at the 
opposite end. Following are some of the written question
naire responses by those not at either extreme and verbal 
responses in answer to the question, "What did you get out 
of the autobiography?"

Julie: Self-understanding, therefore self-acceptance.
This topic could be amplified into chapters but the 
essentials will be answered in the. following para
graph. 1} Full realization, for the first time, why 
my marriage-of 20 years was unsuccessful and terminated in divorce. 2) Self-acceptance— -without 
feelings of guilt or anger and a far better under
standing of why I did what I did— but more important 
now, what to expect of myself under given circum
stances. 3) My attitude towards my children has 
changed markedly— far greater understanding and 
tolerance as well as acceptance of sibling rivalry 
and sibling intolerance as normal and not a direct



result of my ora. shortcomings» 4 ) I believe that I
probably am considered more friendly now by people, 
who meet me since I ?ve made every effort to over
come my "silence" (a fear of saying or doing the wrong thing), having been made aware that this has 
been interpreted as "snobbishness, indifference, or unfriendlinessoK
Gus: I have always considered myself as very honest
with myself, but when writing the autobiography, I - 
encountered a few obstacles which were hard to over
come but I believe I did. That is, it was hard to 
say, "Yes, I often interpret my parents as tools to 
be used for my own advances" or something along those 
lines. But with a minimum of circumlocution I believe 
I told everything very truthfully. As a result, 1 -- 
have seen several patterns in my life but still can
not seem to set them down within the structure of the 
theory. I often compared myself to Jeffery and 
Trixie and felt like a stupid, inadequate slob and 
felt ashamed to admit what I was like or what Jeffery 
or Trixie would think of me. I feel it has made me 
understand myself better, though, in general.
Michelle: A lot of memories. A better understand
ing of some of the things 17ye done and a more ob
jective view of some of my.relationships with others.
A little more freedom in expressing myself, and a 
willingness to accept my actions as mine.
Sean: I don't think I got much out of the autobi
ography by itself; it's almost like a way of remi
niscing. But in connection with my 24 and 34 classes the events and attitudes in my life have begun to. 
shape into some meaning. I am beginning to under
stand me, finding out some of the whys. Also, 1 am 
learning how to introspect. I don't think the autobiography changed me significantly but without the 
classes and the autobiography this would have been 
impossible.
Eric: I could see certain interesting aspects about
myself reflected as in a mirror which intrigued me 
very much. These included both favorable and un
favorable aspects. I saw things I needed to work on. 
In short, I found certain things in my life which I 
had never given much thought to and could now reflect 
back on with interest.
Kent: I don't know, it's hard to answer that in that
I've.changed so much this semester anyway. Because I



just got engaged at Christmas time and I know now 
that I?m gonna8 graduate» Before there was the 
problem, well, it?s our freshmen class started off with 155 and this year itfs down to 17 and you never 
know when they are really going to bust you and say 
that maybe you ought to be in some other area, low 
that I know I’m going to make it they contend that 
©nee you get.into the second semester 4th year you 
almost have to have, do something so classical to 
get knocked out of school before your fifth year 
and your fifth year is pretty straight, too. So 
this has given me a little more relaxation that I’ve 
passed the test. This had so much greater an effect,
I ’m easier going. .I don’t know whether the auto
biography possibly if it was taken at an earlier time 
it might have been able to organize myself a little 
bit better but in the past year a personal analyza- 
tion /sicTwas more important. It gives you a chance.

As can be garnered from the preceding responses, the 
majority of the students in the autobiography option fall 
midway on the continuum between Willy and Patty. For ease 
in understanding the data, it might be well to divide the 
autobiography writers into three sub-groups. First,
Croup A, representing', those who experience a great deal of 
personality influence will include Jenny, Willy, Marc, and 
Scott. Another sub-group, Croup C, will include those 
members who wrote the autobiography primarily as an intel
lectual challenge and whose subjectively reported person
ality change was negligible. This group would include 
Patty, Eric, Kent, and Michelle. These two groups comprise 
the two extremes on the aforementioned continuum of "person
ality change— intellectual satisfaction.” Group B would 
have as members those individuals who would fall between the 
two extremes on the continuum. Most of them verbalized some
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personality change but this change was not so noticeable as 
the change reported by those in the first group» It should 
be noted that on the charts in Appendix 1 which show Gough 
Adjective Check list data, students are ranked in order from 
the individual exhibiting most change (Willy) down to the 
individual whose primary gain was intellectual stimulation 
(Patty)=

Some of the students in answer to the question: ”B©
you feel your personality, attitudes or feelings have changed 
significantly as a result.of the autobiography,^ replied 
negatively,

Gus: At the beginning of this course the question
was raised, ftI)oes a person?s understanding-himself 
necessarily mean he *11 change?18 At that time I took 
a strongly affirmative stand but after writing.my own autobiography, I find that I do understand myself 
better but I really haven?t changed. I think I am 
the same person as before.
Michelle: I have a better understanding of what I am
doing, but I don$t know that I?ve changed very much.
Eric: I don't believe my personality has changed any
as such. My attitudes on many things, I think, have.
It was more of a realization of things that I could 
now see in front of me and say, "Well, this is me."
I can see how and why I was bogged down in certain, 
periods such as last year. My feelings for my parents 
have changed. I saw them in totality, now I believe 
and realize how.great they really are. This is about 
all I believe.

The motivation for writing an autobiography or not 
writing, as the ease may be, is as varied as the outcome.
Most students who wrote an autobiography did so because they 
wanted to understand themselves better. In verbal interviews
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Willy9 Jenny$ Marc, and Scott all gave this as their prime
reason= Many of the others gave this as a secondary reason*
Aside from wanting to understand themselves better, the
second most often expressed reason for writing was simply
that they enjoyed this sort of thing*

Sean: Because I really groove on this sort of thing*
0moe I get started I really get involved expedaily 
if the subject is interesting and what should be 
more interesting to me than me?
Eric: The main reason, however, was that it intrigued
me* .It. really seemed interesting and challenging*
Michelle: I decided to take the autobiography option
because I wanted to do something more imaginative or 
creative - than just take exams* This way, I felt at 
least committed to trying*

Another reason for writing an autobiography was that
students thought they could get a better grade or that they
could not do well on exams*

Gus: 1 heard from a friend who took the course last
semester that, as a test option, a student could 
merely write his autobiography * However, when I got 
in the course I found that the rule had changed.some
what and included a self-analysis * This didn? t 
dissuacte me much until I tried to do. it and had some
trouble applying the theory to myself but I was into
the autobiography pretty far along and very much in
terested so I continued*
Julies First decision was f8anything to avoid formal 
exams*88 (I freeze at the word 88exam*88) Having started 
the autobiography I realized the potential of self- 
understanding and made my final decision on this basis*

Those choosing not to write an autobiography did not 
do so in most eases because they did not want to relive or 
divulge certain aspects of their lives (this should have been 
revealed by the K-Scale but was not)* Some of the reasons were:
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lo I choose hot to write the autobiography mainly

because there are many aspects in the marriage and. 
divorce of my parents9 and also in other aspects 
of my mother?s life, that I would feel very un
comfortable explaining to a stranger (orally or 
on paper) „ The ^Therapist1* (teacher) is basically 
a stranger« , There is also am element of fear that 
some of it will leak out and become known to 
otherso

2c At the time, I felt as though I did not want to
disclose all the facts and happenings in my life. 
However, I have since changed my mind and sin
cerely regret not choosing the autobiography 
option.

3. My other reason for abandoning my choice was my inability to write "my story?" To speak of it, 
or tell parts of my?past to someone is fine—but I don?t or ean?t readily accept it in writing.

4 . I did not choose the autobiography option because 
the courses that I am taking this semester and 
the units I am carrying left me little time to devote to this task. If I had chosen this option, 
because of my other studies, I would have chosen 
this option, I would either have neglected them, 
or done a hasty autobiography.
Also, during my life, I have had some very 
traumatic experiences,.I felt that by writing 
this, it would have been a means to the end and 
it would have dome nothing but make a bad im
pression of me. I am not a particularly blunt 
person so I would.have tried to cover up for my 
chaotic state of mind in other ways than through 
the truth. Because of these reasons, I followed 
the coward and took the exam.

5= Childhood too repressed and foggy.
6. To write a worth-while autobiography, I would

have needed a ghost writer, as the one.I would 
have produced would have been drab, dull, and 
full of omissions.
For those not writing autobiographies, a second 

category of responses to the question why included statements 
taking into account the time element or inability to write 
good papers.
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1c I didn*t feel I had the time or ability to write 

a good autobiography for this course» If I were not taking: so many units, I would most certainly 
have chosen the autobiography option.

2. I did not choose the autobiography option because 
I have an intense dislike of writing papers. Even 
though I knew that writing this would not involve 
research (the worst part of papers due.to the dis
organized library) nevertheless I decided I*d 
rather take the exams since I have done well on 
previous Psych, exams.

3° Not enough time. I am carrying 1$ units this 
semester with 12 hours of laboratory a week.

4® I did not choose the autobiography option because 
I felt that the pressures of taking tests would 
force me to learn the theory of the course (which 
is what I am interested in). Also, I am better 
at taking tests.
Varied personal reasons were also given on the ques

tionnaire form.
1. I ehose-not to write an autobiography because a 

person writes about himself subjectively. The important events of his life that he feels is 
not important or that he has forgotten to his 
advantage could be more significant than the one he puts down. So the studying of the auto
biography cannot be valid because of the author$s 
opinions of his life. Also a person in a class 
such as this tries to write and analyze in terms 
he does not fully understand. Because of the content of this course, of the opportunity for 
self analogy through other case studies, and the 
direct influence a course has on a person who is 
in the forces of significant personality develop
ment, I feel the course should not be offered 
until a student is'a junior or senior and cer
tainly the prerequisites of Psychology should 
definitely be higher.

Psychological Test Results 
The Adjective Check List was selected because it 

yields scores bearing on presumedly significant psychological
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constructs9 changes in self-critieality and self-acceptance. 
It also yields a likahlllty score which may be similar to 
a **transference score.^

Goughys Adjective Check List yields self-acceptance 
and self-criticality scores by placing the number of positive 
adjectives checked over the total number of adjectives 
checked and by placing the number of negative adjectives 
checked over the sum of the positive and negative adjectives 
respectively. Because of the small sample and the observa
tion that the differences between groups of autobiography 
writers and non-autobiography writers was hardly discernible, 
no tests of significance were felt necessary. However, 
patterns of individual differences did occur.

Of the four students previously mentioned as display
ing marked personality change (Jenny, Willy, Marc, and Scott), 
data from the Adjective Check List are available for only 
three: Willy, Marc, and Scott. Using the self-acceptance
ratio these three were among the top four exhibiting the 
greatest amount of positive change in the autobiography 
group. Although evidence is sparse, there is indication 
that the Adjective Check List self-acceptance ratio is con
gruent with verbalized self-acceptance reports and those who 
verbally indicated the greatest amount of personality change 
in the direction of self-acceptance were among those who ex
hibited the greatest amount of self-acceptance change ac
cording to the Adjective Check List. By the same token.
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those who verbalized, the least amount of personality change 
and whose apparent prime benefit from writing the autobi
ography was intellectual stimulation scored in either 
slight positive or negative changes in self-acceptance 
ratios on the Adjective Check Listo

Changes in the self-criticality ratio do not lend 
themselves to sub-grouping as easily as do the self-acceptance 
ratioso Ho patterns were apparent from this data» It is felt 
that the self-criticality ratios are not as meaningful nor as 
appropriate to the study as are self-acceptance ratios = This 
conclusion might be substantiated by using Willy as a case 
in pointo (Willy ?s developmental problem which was lamented 
throughout his autobiography as well as his journals con
sisted primarily of feelings of worthlessness») He felt 
himself so devoid of worth$ in fact,that he tried to take 
his own life. Seemingly, this worthlessness or self- 
criticality would manifest itself on the Adjective Check 
List as did his self-acceptance changes => Willy was indeed 
among the top four in self-criticality; however, the change 
from overwhelming self-criticality to a much lesser extreme 
is not so evident. Willy changed much less than the mean 
and did not manifest a great change in number of negative 
adjectives circled. Upon first administration of the 
Adjective Check List, Willy circled 2? negative adjectives 
to describe himself while three months later he circled 21 
negative adjectives. According to Willyfs verbal report,

(
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he experienced, a great change in that he became less 
critical of himself* Thus it appears that at least in 
Willy?s case, there is incongruity between the amount of 
verbalized change in self-eritieality and the amount of 
self-criticality exhibited on the Adjective Check List*

To sum, the Adjective Check List-does evidently 
reflect positive changes in self-acceptance scores for those 
individuals who expressed positive therapeutic benefit from 
writing an autobiography, supporting the concept of bene
ficial1 effects from writing an autobiography similar to 
those expected from verbal therapy* Further, those whose 
primary benefit from writing an autobiography was intel
lectual stimulation rather than personality change had, 
as would be expected, only slight positive or negative 
changes in self-acceptance* The Adjective Check List, it 
is felt, is an appropriate measure for measuring changes 
in self-acceptance and thus changes in personality or 
feelings about oneself* The data on the self-criticality 
ratio are less clear*

In order to find some way to discern between those 
who volunteered to write intimately about their life and 
the non-autobiographical groups, numerous measures were 
attempted* The autobiographical group, it was felt, might 
’ be a more "open" group characterized by a willingness to 
reveal more of themselves and their problems* On the other 
hand, it was expected that those who chose not to write an
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autobiography would be more defensive and unwilling to dis
cuss many of their personal problems =, The latter hypothesis 
was substantiated in that many of the subjects when asked 
to explain why they did not choose the autobiography option 
indicated that they did not want to write about personal 
problems. (See page 32°) To confirm the above observation, 
the K scale from the IMP! was given to both groups (see 
Appendix C)„ In opposition to the interview findings that 
many of the non-autobiography subjects did not write because 
of fear of self-revelation and considering the observation 
of apparent openness in an autobiographical writing, there 
was no significant difference between the two groups on 
mean K scale scores.

When scores are looked at in sub-groups, however, 
an interesting pattern emerges. The non-autobiography 
writers of K scales are grouped more closely around the 
mean of 12 (Sigma =2=55)* Only two scores fall outside 
normal range (Dahlstrom and Welsh, I960). In the autobi
ographical group, however, the range is wider (Sigma = #.79) 
and more than half the scores (seven) fall outside the normal 
range of 8-15* Further, those individuals for whom the 
primary gain from writing the autobiography was intellectual, 
©romp C, had K scales which were well above the normal range. 
This would indicate that as a group these individuals were 
very defensive. Those who experienced definite personality 
changes, however, exhibited average or below K scales scores
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which points to their being relatively ©pen individuals»
Thus it appears that the individuals writing am autobiography 
who did so primarily as an intellectual challenge were, as a 
group$ highly defensive» It may be assumed that one of the 
reasons they did not exhibit as great a personality change 
as some of the others is that they were not as willing to 
examine the problem area as openly as would be necessary=

All of those individuals who exhibited definite 
personality change produced K scales in the normal or 
below normal range» On the basis of these findings it 
might be suggested that the K scale could be a valid in
dicator for those who.might gain most in terms of person
ality change from writing an autobiography0 More research 
with a larger number of subjects is required before the 
evidence can be considered conelusive =



TRANSFERENCE

Psychotherapists have noted that many times the mere
relating of life history by a client appears to create some
sort of bond between therapist and client <, If jmst narrating
one's life history creates a bond, then there is reason to
expect that the writing of one's history should have somewhat
the same effect between student and professor=

Freud called this sort of bond transference» He
postulated that the patient felt strong.feelings of love or
hate toward the therapist which were similar to repressed
childhood feelings toward his parents <, To Freud transference
was primarily a form of resistance. Madison's definition of
transference appears to be more appropriate to describe
feelings elicited by autobiography writing:

. ... the reintegration and objectification of 
emotionally significant childhood and early 
adolescent experiences as perceived qualities of 
a contemporary person. The subject tends to mis- 
perceive the reintegrator person and to become 
helplessly swept up in the intensity of his feelings 
toward him. (Madison, in press.)

There is interview evidence that such transference 
relationships did occur; however, the Adjective Cheek List 
yields little information about the form and intensity of 
these relationships. Also, it cannot be ascertained whether
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the transference can be attributed to autobiography writing 
only since some of those exhibiting transference were also 
in group therapy with Professor Madison»

Jenny?s transference relationship was very obvious <, 
She writes:

Pear Br. M.— my teacher9 therapist, friends and 
father image I I want to say, first, that Dr. M. 
has become a father figure to me. I reacted to 
him in the same way as I did to Dad?-defensive, 
scared, and desperately wanting him to like me.
And I know heddoes, but I canft help being a little 
afraid of him.
When I joined his therapy group, I knew what trans
ference was and was determined not to emotionally 
let him become my father. But I did anyway, for I 
discovered the hard way that it?s not possible to. 
consciously control this process.
I mentally fought letting Dr. M. get close to me, 
for a long time— I wanted to keep him at a "safe" 
distance until I felt that I could trust him. The 
therapy relationship of older male therapist—  . 
younger girl lends itself ideally to a father trans
ference.
For instance, after I had known Dr. M. for several 
months, I was talking to him in his offices. As 
usual, I.was having a hard time trying to put my 
feelings into words, and instead of talking to him,
I was staring at the floor. Suddenly I started to 
call him "Bad." For a split second. I,saw Dad’s face instead of Dr. M. It really startled me.
During a discussion in group, Dr. M. asked me why I 
just didn*t react to him as I would to Dad, since I 
couldnH express my feelings.to my father that I 
should do so in group = And I told him why— -I couldn8t 
because I liked him and comldnH get angry at him as 
I did at.Dad. Sometimes I could control my reactions 
to him, but the rest of the time I reacted automatically.
There was a frightening (especially to me) incident in 
group therapy in which a member became hysterical and 
attacked several of us viciously, then slammed her hand 
through a window.
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It upset me tremendously, as I am very afraid of 
physical violence and since the incident reminded 
me of my own suicide attempt at 17»
I stood outside crying and my whole body was shak
ing » Dr. Madison walked by, put his arm around me, 
then quickly walked away. When we walked by a few 
minutes later with the girl, who had been hurt , I 
really resented him for deserting me when I needed 
him. Just like my parents had always run to my 
sister .when she had an asthma attack or something 
and left me standing there alone.

Marc’s transference was less obvious and much less
intense. He stated in an interview that when he handed in
his autobiography the professor’s face actually changed to
a kinder, more benevolent face. He further stated that
because Professor Madison and the interviewer knew about his
homosexuality it was easier for him to ’’like" them.

Adjective Check List Evidence 
To attempt a quantitative measure of transference 

using the Adjective Check list, a likability ratio was com
puted for each student at the beginning of the term and.again 
at the end of the term. This was accomplished by the admin
istration of an Adjective Check List on which students were 
directed to circle adjectives which best described Professor 
Madison. The number of positive adjectives checked was then 
divided by the number of positive plus negative adjectives 
chosen, as Gough suggested (Gough and Heilburn, 1965)°

The Adjective Check list, it is felt, does not 
adequately portray transference relationships in a quanti
tative manner. One reason is that the likability ratio
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merely shows direction and not intensity of ©ne?s feelings= 
For example, a subject who circled 45 positive adjectives 
and no negative adjectives to describe another individual 
would exhibit the same likability:- ratio as one who circled 
two positive adjectives and no negative adjectives. Cer
tainly s by no stretch of the imagination, however, could one 
say that both were equal in the intensity of their feelings 
toward the individual described.

Further, it appears that there is more than one 
aspect to transference relationships. In her journals, for 
example, Jenny describes herself as being frightened of 
lr. Madison while, at the same time, liking him. She wrote. 

March 5« 1968
” I . Then /I/ went ever to Dr. M ?s office. All I 
could feel inside me was sheer terror and I didn’t 
know what to do. After talking to him. I,felt a lot 
better— there’s more understanding= The.fear is a 
part of growing up, of letting people thru to me.
He said to take it slowly, at a pace I can take.
He asked me what I thought of him— a few words 
stumbled out, ”1 trust you," I wanted to say more—  
that he is a genuinely gentle.man, one whom I re
spect and admire.
March 5-evening
I « '= We all like him— maybe part of the problem is 
he says what we need to hear, but won’t admit to our
selves— until later. This it’s as if we disappointed 
him. I feel like I have— I’ve gone to his class 
lectures one time— hell, that’s not even true, I came 
in late then. Only part of the reason is clear.to 
me— part of it is testing Dr. M. to see what he would 
do, and, I think, the pressure for five days a week 
was just tee much right now. I haven’t skipped other 
classes like that.
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March 12-evening - '
"o o o I*m afraid of Br=> H. Damn, that sort of sur
prises me« I like him and I .even trust him, but 
I*m scared* In group he reminded me, rather firmly, 
about my not going to individual therapy Monday* At 
first I felt rotten that I let him down, then I felt 
my body cringe— ;a reflex when I think someone’s going 
to let me have it* But I know,he’s never going/to 
hurt me— darn. I ’m not sure what to do about this *
The fear comes from fear of Dad hitting me. I always
felt off-guard around him, defensive. But he only 
hit me three times, my brother and me, never my 
sister. When it happened, no warning— he’s just 
let things build up and all of a sudden start swing
ing.

Although she reports this fear numerous times in her journal 
and interview and also acted out the fear in that she attended 
class only three times all semester, not even a hint of these 
fear feelings can be garnered from her Adjective Check List 
where, she circled the words describing Dr. Madison. Op
portunity was available since there are words such as 
autocratic, cruel, deceitful, distrustful, etc.,” on the 

Adjective Check List. Only one aspect of Jenny’s trans
ference relationship t© Jr. Madison, that of affection, 
appears on the Adjective Check List. By the same token, no 
change can be indicated in her transference relationship 
since the ratio both in February and July equals one.

The Adjective Check List liktbility: ratios on
Dr. Madison are not significantly different between the 
autobiography group and the non-autobiography group (see 
Appendix D). Gross individual changes appear, however, 
which would be expected of a normal population of students 
and any given professor. It could be concluded, however,
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that the Adjective Check List simply is not sensitive enough 
to show transference relationships=

For numerous reasons the Adjective Check List did not 
differentiate between transference effects for those writing 
an autobiography and those not writing one* Two of the 
reasons have already been mentioned» It may also be that 
the students did not know Professor Madison well enough to 
rate him as a slgoodi$ or “bad® person. Further3 the pos
sibility exists that since his behavior in the class room 
was noted by all, all were involved in some sort of trans
ference.



DISCUSSION

There is evidence to the effect that the writing of 
an autobiography to be read by another does have an effect 
on the individual, and the kind of effect as well as the 
degree varies with each individual according to certain 
other variableso Willy, Jenny, and Hare verbalized very 
significant changes in their personality while others such 
as Patty reported little evidence of personality changes 
but found the exercise intellectually stimulating.

Instances of no change or even negative change tend 
to cancel positive change when test scores are added and 
averaged. For this reason, it is not surprising that 
statistical significance between groups is lacking.
Variance in motivation as well as variance in the result 
of writing an autobiography among individual students then 
contributes to the lack of statistical significance. It 
is only when each student is looked at as an individual 
that personality change is evident and the importance of 
the autobiography is revealed.

It appears that the psychoanalytical postulate of 
one changing his behavior after being cognizant of his per
sonality deficiencies is not substantiated since many 
students who profess to understand themselves better via 
the autobiography did not report any noticeable change in
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personality- It is possible that, in reality, no personality 
changes did occur: however, an alternate explanation is also 
possible- One of the reasons is that possible personality 
changes might not be perceived as part of onels self-concept- 
Further, perhaps the reason the changes did not manifest 
themselves onthe Adjective Check List coincides with 
Robinson’s observation (as cited in Stoller, 1967) that an 
individual often changes his behavior before incorporating 
the change into his self-concept- Thus, it may be that the 
individual has actually changed in some aspects of his 
personality buttdoes not yet see these changes as a part of 
himself and, therefore, cannot report such changes on the 
Adjective Check List, It is possible that a longitudinal 
study of autobiography effects would indicate whether or 
not such an event is operating-

In interviews, students shed some light on other 
possible reasons why statistical significance could not be 
teased out of the data- Many times they did not know the 
definition of words so they did not circle the words which 
might have pertained to them- Also, students tried to be 
consistent in their responses from test to test. Further, 
it appears some students become “test weary*1 and do not 
discriminate between adjectives which do or do not pertain 
to them.

Why does the autobiography seem to stimulate per
sonality changes in some individuals while others are
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apparently affected to a much lesser degree? As in tradi
tional psychotherapyat least part of the answer lies in 
motivationo Willy9 Jennys and Marc all appeared to have 
been involved in a severe developmental crisis at the time 
they were writing their autobiography <, They were tense and 
anxious and had a difficult time writing their autobiography 
because they were trying to discuss and solve a very dif
ficult personal problem. Others,, such as Patty, seemingly 
experienced little anxiety and to them the autobiography was 
merely an intellectual exercise. The individuals who ex
perienced tangible personality change had no other person 
with whom they could effectively communicate. Further, 
they usually found it difficult to talk with anyone even 
about their most casual personal feelings. Students who, 
on the other hand, had close confidences or described 
themselves as an ^open1’ person to most acquaintances, 
evidenced fewer and milder personality changes as a result 
of the autobiography task. Lastly, those individuals who 
wrote autobiographies in which feelings were freely expressed 
and accepted as one*s own appear to have made greater 
positive personality changes. This is in line with the 
findings of Tomlinson and Hart (1962) who found that the 
level of process was significantly higher at the beginning 
as well as the end of therapy than the process of the less 
successful cases. Compare, for example, excerpts from 
Jenny * s autobiography:



The loneliness was so acute and terrible and so deep 
it can?t be described» As this is written9 I re
member and the ache is inside there still» Hothing 
mattered. After a while, I didm?t even cry— the 
feelings inside were nimb,. Bear God, why? why? 
why? What happens to people to make us what we are? 
Gan*t we help stop the hurt somewhere, sometime?
So much of the time we were alone; five people living 
in the same house, all strangers,
/Time to %uit for a while— :th® tears were running 
down my face so hard I couldn*t write//

or from Willy%  autobiography:
But at the funeral I just remember sitting there 
listening to the minister, not emitting a single 
tear, because it would just make things worse for 
Mom and Sis, I just sat there and died inside—  my expression turned stoic and I just felt all 
sick inside, and lonely, very lonely. At the grave- 
site, when they were lowering my father down, I said 
and did nothing emotional, I just hated God, the 
world and death. Death -I hated the most, I still 
hate death, .-• i \

with an excerpt typical of Patty8s writing:
I like sports, especially bowling, I love my 
family (my Mother8s side and one family on my 
Dad8s') very, much, especially my grandparents,
(My Grandma just died a week ago and I cannot 
speak of her as ^was*’ yet,) When I went home 
for the funeral and to be with my Grandfather, 
whom I adore, I spent the whole time comforting 
older relatives who really needed it, Wobody 
saw me cry, I weuldm8t let them. It was partly 
because I dom8t like to show emotion, rather con
trol, and also that I knew my blubbering would have 
made my grandfather feel worse, My Grandmother 
would have been sad too; she always hated it when 
we were unhappy, I guess I did it out of love for 
the two of them.

The reason the autobiography works for some as an
effective instrument of personality change is similar to
those reasons given in explaining verbal psychotherapy,



Jenny3 the reliving of past events in a different atmosphere
may have accounted for her personality change = She found.
that she no longer had to be so afraid as she once was®
Looking at his past in a more objective manner and finding
omt he "wasn’t so bad after all" brought about Willy’s
change® The most universal and perhaps most important
element in change reported by the individuals was that all
who experienced any significant personality change suggested
that putting their problems and feelings into words played
an extremely important part in their personality change®
Gendlin and Tomlinson elaborate that feelings

may also be felt personal meanings which the client 
has not yet fully conceptualized® ks the therapist 
responds to these, refers to them, and helps put 
them into words, these felt personal meanings change® 
lew aspects of them are differentiated, that is, be
come discriminable in terms of the felt change® As 
these are conceptualized in turn, still further as
pects arise, and a self-propelled change process is 
put into motion (Rogers and others, 19©7, P» 110)®

Attempting to put their feelings into written words evi
dently changes the meaning of the feeling® Also, thoughts 
appear to© nebulous, intangible manifestations which can be 
repressed or denied® The written word, however, is a real 
tangible item the presence of which cannot be denied® Some
how a thought expressed in writing is not the same as one 
in mental form® Mental thoughts appear to be easier to 
manipulate, rationalize, or deny®
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Uses of Amtobiegrapky

Findings indicate that writing, an autobiography has 
value in at least five different areas: (1) as a /teaching
technique for personality theory; (2) as a professional time- 
saving history-gathering device; (3) as a projective technique;
(4) as a professional time-saving prelude to therapy; and
(5) as an actual therapeutic technique with certain types of 
personality problems»

The autobiography as. a teaching technique for per
sonality theory needs no defense. Applying personality 
principles to one’s own personality in a more formal mianmer 
enhances learning of the material. Hot only is it more 
interesting9 but it is easier to understand more thoroughly 
the principle being taught.

With professional time at a premium, psychologists 
often employ social workers or even secretaries to obtain 
from clients certain facts about themselves = It appears 
that a structured autobiography form which the client could 
take home and respond to at his leisure would save time and 
money for both therapist and client. Further, the finished 
product may find valuable use as a projective technique.
The TAT (Thematic Apperception Test) elicits stories to a 
somewhat structured picture situation. The client’s story 
then apparently tells us something about how the client re
acts to situations involving hostility, sex, etc. It 
elicits feelings toward mother, father, and brother. The
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autobiography may provide a more direct approach to the 
patient vs reactions and to feelings about certain past 
situations as well as to significant people in his life.

Many individuals in the study reported that writing 
things about one’s life is easier than talking to someone 
about this same life material. They stated also that they 
could not go to a psychologist with their problems because, 
among other reasons, they were afraid of seeing his reaction 
to their real or imagined transgressions. Writing the auto
biography and knowing that the professor had read it made it 
easier for these students to talk about what was troubling 
them. One of the problems in group therapy is the time 
factor— the waste of time in beginning sessions when 
individuals are hesitant about baring their life to others.
It is postulated that if group therapy members would write 
autobiographies in advance and exchange them so that each 
individual could read all other autobiographies, the group 
therapeutic process could be accelerated. In a class room 
laboratory where autobiographies were written and exchanged, 
the students reported an ability to ’’get to the real point 
faster,” The autobiography then might function as a pre- 
theory which both facilitates and hastens the effects of 
verbal psychotherapy.

In some cases writing an autobiography may be an 
effective therapeutic technique in itself. At least four
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of the individuals writing autobiographies reported the 
tangible personality changes similar to those sought in 
traditional therapy and attributed those changes primarily 
to the autobiography writing. Each of these four individuals 
exhibited the aforementioned syndrome of being in a develop
mental crisis3 having no one with whom they could communicate 
and each expressing his feelings freely in the autobiography. 
The reports of their motivation; feelings, and results of 
writing an autobiography paralled very closely the same re
ports of patients in psychotherapy,

Orlinsky and Howard (1968) attempted to find out 
f,how the people who participate in psychotherapy see and 
feel it,” The motivation of the subjects in the Orlinsky- 
Howard (OH) study was similar to the motivation expressed 
by the autobiography writers in the present study. In the 
typical Orlinsky-Howard psychotherapy session, the patients 
wanted to deepen their understanding of personal problems 
which were causing them a great deal of anxiety with the 
hope of alleviating the problems through understanding and 
insight. As therapy continues, the patient wants— in the 
ideal therapy experience— to share his improvement with the 
therapist. Most autobiography writers and particularly in 
the Orlinsky-Howard typical therapy experience the patient 
talks about feeling and attitudes toward himself, social 
activities, and interpersonal relationships with friends and 
acquaintances, and relationships with spouse, girl friends.
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or boy friends» Reading of the autobiographies written by 
students exhibiting personality changes will revehl similar 
topics of writing« Further, patients in a typical psycho
therapy experience tend to feel anxious and tense as was 
reported by those who evidenced greatest personality change 
in the autobiography option=

The rewards of psychotherapy are not so different 
from the rewards reported by the aforementioned students» 
Rewards from a typical psychotherapy experience include- 
(1) better insight and self-understanding; (2) help in being 
able to talk about what was troubling to them and really 
important; and (3) a sense of having an honest person-to- 
person relationship with their therapist = it personal rela
tionship is not as evident nor as frequent as reported by 
the autobiography writing student* However, better insight 
and self-understanding as well as help in being able to talk 
about what was troubling to them are the most frequently 
reported results of autobiography writing*

It is probable that the most therapeutic benefit 
from writing a structured autobiography might be noticed by 
college students or individuals with some college background* 
Writing such papers is a more familiar procedure to them and, 
therefore, it is possible they may be better able to express 
their feelings without the aid of a psychotherapist than 
those with less formal education* When autobiographies of 
the type examined in this paper have been requested from a
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client by a therapist in an out-patient clinic, the end 
product is seldom more than four or five pages in length 
(see Appendix B)» Furthermore, the autobiographies are 
more of a narration of events in one’s life rather than a 
real attempt to describe. one*s self. The reason for this 
may be a general inability to adequately express one *s 
feelings. It is also possible that the behavior disorder 
itself is so severe as to retard writing ability. Those 
diagnosed as depressive® are notorious for giving the brief TAT 
or Rorschach responses. Noting the low productivity of 
client in an out-patient clinic and the relatively high 
productivity of college students, it may be postulated that 
the autobiography writing as a therapeutic tool will be more 
successful, with the college population.

The autobiography, it appears, can be an effective 
psychometric or therapeutic tool which will help reduce 
professionals* time. More research is needed in all aspects 
of autobiography writing but particularly the psychothera
peutic value should be verified experimentally. In an out
patient population for a mental health clinic, one could 
randomly assign certain individuals to writing an autobi
ography while others are given traditional verbal therapy.
At the end of an arbitrary period of time (ld-20 weeks), out
come measures could be administered to both groups to deter
mine the effects of therapy-autobiography.



PROCESS MEASUREMENT OF AUTOBIOGRAPHY

If writing an autobiography is similar to verbal 
psychotherapy then the same difficulties of measurement of 
the effects of verbal psychotherapy will plague measurement 
of autobiography writing. Measures in psychotherapy have 
long been a problem for researchers in psychotherapy. Out
come measures such as the MMPX, Q Sorb, and others have been 
used with conflicting views as to their success. Content 
measures such as the number of self-references have also 
been used with varying degrees of success (Mahl, 1966 and 
Eysenck, 1966).

Rogers and others (1967) have developed a process 
measure for psychotherapy (see Appendix E). This measure is 
concerned with measuring operationally the therapeutic 
processes that are the agents of change« Four scales have 
been developed by followers of Rogers. Gendlin and Tom
linson (1967) (see Appendix El) have developed A Scale for 
the Rating of Experiencing which measures the degree to 
which the client manifests inward reference in his verbaliza
tion. When he is searching for the meaning of personal 
feelings and actions, the client is referring inwardly.

Tomlinson (see Appendix E2) worked with A Scale for 
the Rating of Personal Constructs which indicates the degree 
to which the client reports attitudes, beliefs, etc., about
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himself and ethers<, and, further, the degree to which con
structs are affected by experiencing« Van der Veen and 
Tomlinson (see Appendix 13) developed A Scale for Rating 
the Manner of Problem Expression which describes the way a 
person specifically talks about his problems and the under
standing of himself in reference to those problems. It is 
felt that these three scales can be readily adapted and used 
to measure the therapeutic value of writing an autobiography 
and journals= The fourth scale, A Scale of the Rating of 
the Manner of Relating, constructed by Gendlin (1967) would 
be more difficult to apply to the written word since it de
fines the relationship quality between therapist and client* 

Previously the manner in which the scale had been 
used included training raters to rate'on a seven-point scale 
four-minute samples of verbal therapy» Both vocal and typed 
transcripts were used for greatest reliability. In applying 
the scale to autobiographical material, the journals would 
be the main data source. One set of raters could be presented 
with journals and directed to rate them along a single 
dimension, for example, experiencing. Other raters could 
rate the journals on a scale of personal constructs and 
still other raters could investigate the manner of problem 
expression. If process movement were progressing, the 
journals bearing the last date would be more likely, to be 
awarded a higher process score.
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T© illustrate the procedure described above3 let us 

examine the journals of an individual (Willy) who benefited 
a great deal from writing an autobiography„ Willy not only 
verbalized a great deal of change but also indicated such 
change on the Adjective Check list. Below will be presented 
two journals from Willy*s collection. The three process 
measures will be applied to each journal. Judgment, of 
course, will not be independent or unbiased since the author 
already has knowledge of the writing; however, Willy’s 
journals can serve as examples of process measure applica
tion to autobiographical journals.

Willy Journal Excerpt I 
Sunday, February V
Slept in this morning instead of going to church.
Oh well, it was nothing lost really, I mean formal 
church services seldom do me any good?-I would just 
feel like a hypocrite if I went anyway,.and that I 
never hope to be.
Around noon I hopped on Candy (my Honda 300) and 
took off for.Ryan Field to get in a few hours sky 
diving training. Was really great riding out, under 
the open sky in view of the scenic mountains. 1
like riding motorcycles— they’re a kick. Gives.me 
a feeling of being free and away from it all.
Tonight I went to see Ann' Margaret in the movie 
.’’The Swinger.B Was very sexy and I enjoyed it for 
entertainment, but not for much more. Usually when 
I see a movie, I reap some significance from it as 
well as entertainment.
Today I also felt very excited about this semester 
starting because I’m taking only the courses I 
want to take. This way I feel freer to enjoy.col
lege life rather than enduring it thru required 
courses.
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Will try t© Baderstand"my roommate this semestero 
This morning he got a ticket on the way to ehmrch 
and he*s going to fight it. Jim?s got a lot of 
fight and stuhbornness in him. - I$m that way too.
Maybe we can make it somehow as roommates. Hope 
so.

Willy Excerpt 1 womld be rated by the author as a 
three on the Experiencing Scale for Therapeutic Processes.
Willy is involved primarily in telling a story in which per
sonal referents are used. Occasionally with such lines as 
“gives me a feeling of being free and away from it all” or 
“today I had also felt very excited about this semester 
starting,” he comments on his reactions and responses but it 
appears that these associations are based upon external 
events, and he is only attempting to tell his story better. 
Although Willy hints at what he is like in the story, it is 
felt that a process rating of four is not warranted because 
the purpose of his comments is to modify the story rather than 
describe himself. In this excerpt, Willy would be judged to 
be on the high end of a three rating on the Experiencing 
Scale. The three rating reads: Expressions of personal and
*owned* feelings used as parenthetical comments to a narrative. 
Personal feelings are still (a) tied completely to situations 
in which they arise, or (b) unelaborated in terms of deeper 
personal meaning or significance.” (See Appendix El, 3.)
On the Scale for the Bating of Personal Constructs, Willy 
would be also rated three. His personal constructs are 
quite rigid even though his view of external events includes
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some references to himself: "Oh well, it was nothing lost
really, I mean formal church services seldom do me any 
good— I would just feel like a hypocrite if I went anyway, 
and that I never hope to be*" Here he appears to be 
justifying his position. His personal constructs are not 
rigid enough to be given a process rating of two since the 
meanings of external situations do not seem to be factual 
but rather they are experiences subject to different in
terpretations . Note the use of the word "feel." A four 
rating would not be justified since none of the indications 
listed by Rogers appears to fit (see Appendix E).

A stage four rating on the Seale for the Manner of 
Problem Expression is advanced based on thoughts such as 
this: "Will try to understand my roommate this semester.
This morning he got a ticket on the way to church and he?s 
going to fight it. Jimfs got a lot of fight and stubbornness 
in him. Ifm that way too. Maybe we can make it somehow as 
roommates. Hope so." Willy appears to understand that his 
own reactions, the fact that he is stubborn too, contribute 
somewhat to the problem of gettingvalong with his roommate, 
however, he does not talk about his understanding of his 
own experiences, feelings, or attitudes. A six rating 
would necessitate talking about this understanding.

Now is presented for consideration a later journal 
of Willy * s.
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Willy Journal Excerpt II 
March 25, 1963
I think the biggest contradiction of my life has combined this day to show me what a fool I am.
Beep in the deep abysses of my brain, lurks an 
imagination which works overtime. 1 have thought 
for a long time now (since I got to college) that 
other people didn’t care about me; not even one 
person. But this is stupid because people do care. They just don’t express it. And there are 
a few in particular like my girl Gigi who honestly 
have a deep concern for me. Why then, do I get 
the idea that I’m not a part of society and that I 
have nothing to contribute; although that is what. 
my heart is set for— helping other people. But 
right now I don’t know or see how.
Tonight, I went to the Amigos training session and 
was really tired when I left to come home. But I 
stopped off at the.Spot to eat as I hadn’t eaten 
anything all day. While I was eating, Barbara and 
her boy friend came and said ’’Hi!” They went to 
another table and ordered their meal. Instead of 
going over to them and talking to them after I was 
through, I left and came back to the dorm. At the 
time, I hated myself for not staying and talking to 
them because I really am curious about them and 
find casual talking to be very stimulating and 
fun— but usually in a conversation I become very 
nervous for some reason and cut the.talk short.
It’s like I like to talk to people only I get 
hung up some way when I do.
I think I’m going to have to try to pull myself out 
of a lot.of these crazy ideas about myself.
The Spring Sing is coming along this May so again I 
will have a chance to be a leader— if I still can.. 
Leadership, if creative and vital, can.draw a talent 
Out of others by its very enthusiasm. There is too 
much talent going to waste around this campus.
I’m so tired so I’m going to bed— it is 2:3© A. M.
Everybody cared enough to come to my surprise birth
day party tonight. Gee, Cochise Hall hasn’t had 
that many girls in the lobby for ten years. So all 
the kids had fun at the party and there was ice 
cream and cake. Gigi baked 2 cakes just so everyone
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would have a pieceo She also gave me a gold 12 
carat key chain with my initials and a 5 x 7 color picture of her in a beautiful evening gown. How 
lucky can a guy get? And Joan and Joyce gave me 
a Sugar Baddy and an original poem, - The thing that really struck me was that some of the.guys at the 
dorm and at Gigi?s dorm signed a birthday card for 
me. It was the first real birthday party I?ve ever 
had— I can*t believe it, God, I just ean?t believe 
it,
I guess I do have some friends— why didn?t I see it 
before? -I*m really not worthy of all the attention.
Ho longer a teenager, at the age of 2©, I ?m starting 
to get down to the business of life. At.21, one be
comes an adult. Time is fleeing— and I ?m letting it 
slip through my fingers, -

First of all, it should be noted that this later 
journal is more than twice as long as the earlier journal. 
This might be the basis for applying Gendlin?s Seale for 
Rating the Manner of Relating since Willy seems to feel 
better about entering into a relationship in that he writes 
longer passages. However, at the present time, the-iauthor 
will not attempt to apply this scale to the journals,

A five rating is minimal for Willy Excerpt II on the 
experiencing scale. It shows that Willy is clearly engaged 
in a process of self-exploration so that he cam better under
stand himself, 11 Why then, do I get the idea that I ?m not 
a part of society and that I have nothing to contribute?11 
Gendlin indicates that the mere expression of difficulty 
in achieving self-understanding is sufficient basis to rate 
five, A six rating is clearly not justified since Willy is 
not able to arrive at any conclusion in this passage nor does
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he use the result of this self-assessment to launch further 
exploration of self.

On a scale for the Hating of Personal Constructs a 
six rating is necessary. Willy recognizes that some of the 
ways in which he viewed himself in the past have been 
"stupid." Further, he appears to commit himself to recog
nizing new ways of construing experience that are more ap
propriate and realistic: "I think I'm going to have to try
to pull myself out of a lot of these crazy ideas about 
myself." Nearly all the indications of stage six can be 
found in Willy Excerpt II. The expression "God, all my 
life I've behaved like this and it wasn't necessary" is 
particularly appropriate and would appear to be a good one- 
sentence summation of this entire journal. There is no 
evidence that .Willy's experimental meaning is held loosely 
and is checked and rechecked against further experiencing.
The sort of exploration and checking of new concepts 
against experience which is requisite for a seven rating 
are not available in Willy Excerpt II.

Willy should be assigned a rating of six on the 
Scale to Measure Problem Expression. Willy talks about 
his own understanding of his feelings, experiences, and 
attitudes but does not talk about actual resolution of his 
problems in reference to changes in experiencing, feelings, 
or his attitudes. He mentions that he will "try to pull 
myself out of a lot of these crazy ideas about myself."
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He does not mention whether changes in his attitudes or his 
experiences will accomplish this® He does infer, however, 
that his problem would be solved if he would only recognize 
that "people do care="

It would appear Willy8s process movement according 
to journals could be summed up in the following manner:

Experiencing Problem Expres Personal ConJournal Level sion Level structs Level
Feb® Excerpt 3 4 3
Mar® Excerpt 5 6 6

Congruent with outcome measures including Willy’s verbal 
assertion that he derived some positive benefit from auto
biography writing, the process measures indicate a great 
deal of movemento He progressed up the seven points experi
encing scale two full points— from three to five- ©n the 
problem expression scale, he also advanced two points, and 
on the scale to rate personal constructs, he advanced an 
impressive three points® All of these increases in process 
level are not surprising in view of his verbalized thera
peutic effects of autobiography writing®

Although certain biases on the part of the rater may 
have affected the rating given Willy’s journal excerpts, the . 
reader can readily see the principle involved in and the 
practical application for applying process measures to auto
biographical material written at differentintervals®
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Certainly this information will be of use to those who are 
interested in measuring the therapeutic effects of autobi
ographies and journalso Since it has been shown that written 
material can be rated as to process level, this might be r 
also a departure point for further research in verbal 
psychotherapy>change0 Perhaps one could elicit a written - 
story about one7s life at the beginning of therapy sessions 
and a written autobiography after six months, and then 
compare the process level of the two writings»

Thus it appears, that not only are autobiographies 
useful tools ofteaching and can even find psychotherapeutic 
application in certain instances, but, furthez; that the 
effects of autobiography writing cam be measured0 It is 
felt that more explicit research.on the effects of autobi
ography writing may yield a myriad of other uses and effects» 
Effects of autobiography writing on individuals with dif
ferent degrees of pathology might be investigated. Different 
effects for age or sex differences might be found. Further, 
its use as a teaching tool should be empirically established. 
Further research might also establish the autobiography as 
an effective tool for the therapist to gain insight into how 
an individual operates his "life style." In recent times 
less and less emphasis has been placed upon diagnosis and 
there has been an increase on emphasis placed upon under
standing of the whole individual. The autobiography would



indeed be an invaluable tool for yielding greater understand
ing of the Mlife style*1 with minimal expenditure of patient 
and professional time.



APPENDIX A

Autobiography and Journal Instructionsjry
Inderstauding a person requires that'his past life as well as 
his present situation be fully known| so much of what one is 
today depends upon significant past experiences in living<>
You are asked to write an autobiography to help understand • 
your development and to keep a journal of your personal ex
periences as the best way to understand your contemporary 
personalityo
A useful autobiography or journal must be a story— the story 
of your past life in one ease ahd of your current life in 
the othero They should describe actual happenings: things
you, or the significant persons in your life did or now do: 
ways that you, or they, felt and acted on particular oc
casions, or do now in your daily life. Write as an author 
who sets out to tell a story— don't analyze yourself, simply tell what happened, how you felt, what you thought.
A good journal requires even more restraint from analyzing, 
and more willingness to be open. Detailed instructions for 
each procedure are given below:

Coding Instructions
Code everything you write. Choose a code name for yourself 
(Allen, Hartha, etc.), preferably one that has some personal 
meaning for you. Your code name is the title for your auto
biography. Code all other names of persons, places, or de
tails that are specifically identifying (such as "year book 
editor at Crinnell College**— **college 'publication*-* is enough). 
Give names only to persons and places important in your 
story, otherwise simply say a **friend,** **a neighbor,1* etc.
Do not put your real name anywhere with any materials you 
turn in with your autobiography=
Hake out and keep a code sheet for yourself listing actual 
and code names. The purpose of such a list is to insure 
that you use the same code name for the same.person when 
you write later. This list is solely for your own use.
You will not be asked to reveal anyone *s identification and 
no one but me will ever know your identity.
Do not include any real dates— transform them into "autobi
ographical years." If you are 19 years old, write the date
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as June 15$ *19» If you want to give a date as of five years 
ago, write June 15$ *14°
Use the same headings for your subdivisions as in these in
structions °
Type, preferably, or write— in either case always double 
space and type or write only on one side of the page* 
Ordinarily, make a carbon to keep for yourself and one as a 
second copy for me. If you are writing your autobiography 
as a part of a course, or as a research subject, it is 
understood that I will have your advance permission to quote 
substantial passages from it for use in publications like 
Personality in College (your identity and all persons in
volved will be completely protected, of course], or to use 
your data in research analyses° The extra copy for me 
facilitates such uses immeasurably. If you wish to exclude 
certain material from such an agreement, put it on a 
separate page and identify it as “not for use in any publica
tion. n If you are writing your autobiography for my use in 
psychotherapy, such advance permission for publication 
purposes is not implied = In writing do not repeat yourself. 
If a heading calls for material you have already covered, say so and go on.

Autobiography Instructions

Introduction to You
In a brief paragraph, orient the reader to who you are (I am 
now a 19 year old sophomore attending State U. and Major - in 
history, etc.) and tell about your family (how many, sex, 
ages, what they are now doing, your position in the series 
if there are more than one child) and mention in a line or 
two any particularly important other non-family figures in 
your current life (very close friend, fiance, spouse).

Childhood History 
Outstanding Memories of Childhood
Tell the story of your early life by recreating for the reader particular incidents or impressions that stand out in 
your memory. You need not organize your material in any 
particular way, let your feelings be your guide. As to what 
to cover, the general rule is to include anything that played 
a significant part in your life. Include any memory, or



feeling about • • something, that ted an emotional interest for 
you— even if you have no idea why, Bon’t worry if some 
memories are hazy; or some experiences disconnected from the 
rest of your life«

Bizarre Childhood Beliefs
One girl understood her mothervs explanation of pregnancy in 
terms of 8fimplanting a seed*’ to mean that she could become 
pregnant (at any age) by eating a grapefruit seed (the mother 
happened to use grapefruit seeds in her analogy), another 
child thought that dead people were skinned before burial„ 
Describe any unusual beliefs you had as a child»

Your Child Self
Having recreated your childhood in story terms» think about 
what your childhood self-image might have been0 This is 
probably not something that can be recalled as such from 
memory since children don?t have clear conscious 11 self con
cepts 9 ,s but looking back, what do you think your self-image 
must have been like?

Description of Significant Persons in Your Life
Describe the personalities of those persons whose lives have 
had a significant influence upon your own. These are to in
clude your parents and siblings and anyone else who lived 
with the family and had some affect upon you. Beyond that, 
you are the judge. Include any important girl friend or 
boy friend, husband,.wife, teacher, employer, etc,, who has 
been an influential figure. If you can say of this person, 
MI would be different in some.way had it not been for this 
individual5° then write of him. Make a separate sub-heading 
for each. -
If you are married, describe each member of your own present 
family.

Self Descriptions
You are asked to write about five aspects of yourself:

1. How I am seen by others =
Take the viewpoint of the external observer and 

describe.how you believe that you are generally perceived by
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other persons % casual acquaintances, close friends, the 
opposite sex, your teachers, those you work with, your 
employero

2= How I am seen by the person of the opposite sex
whom I care most about =

3° What I am actually like*
Write a straightforward description of the person 

that you believe you actually are today= Here you are being 
the objective reporter stating the truth about yourself 
without distortion of either your faults or virtuesc

4= What I would like to be: my ideal self«
If your wishes for yourself could come true, what 

kind of a person would you like to be? This is not -to be 
your fantasy self (that comes next), but.the type of person 
you would actually choose to be in.real life if you could 
select your own characteristics«

5= My fantasy self»
Most persons have very fanciful wishes that they 

could be this or that kind of a person. These are fleeting 
fantasy thoughts, sometimes very unreal, even bizarre, that 
can be found in the margins of one*s daydreams. A person*s 
fantasy self differs from his ideal self in that it in
volves wishes so unusual that the person would hesitate to 
actually choose to become this fantasy person if he were 
given the opportunity— he prefers to keep it as a daydream 
which he privately enjoys.

My Resemblances to my Parents, Brothers and 
Sisters, and Relatives

Most persons are like one or another parent either physically 
or in personality. First, describe your physical resemblances 
to parents and siblings and relatives. Secondly, describe 
how much you resemble each in your attitudes, values, and 
behavior.
If you are married, describe your resemblances to your spouse, 
and to each of your children.
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The Family Interaction Pattern

Consider the members of your family (the one you grew up in) 
as an interactive unit and write specifically of how they related to one another* How your parents interacted, how 
both, and each separately, related to thee:children, and how the children related to one another*
If you have your own family, write a separate account of 
its interaction pattern*

My Family*s Future Hopes for Me
While parents differ in how specifically they try to direct 
their children’s future, every child develops some feeling 
for the kind of life each parent most hopes will come about 
for the child* In some cases this may be only indirectly 
sensed* Describe what you know, or infer, to be your 
parents’ hopes for your future* Write separately about each 
parent’s stated or unstated (even unconscious) wishes*
If married, write about your hopes for your husband (wife), 
and their’s for you, and both of your hopes for each child*

Sex History
Include childhood memories of anything- that had to do with 
sex, your sources of information about sex, your experiences, 
feelings, questions, dating history, petting, sexual rela
tions (pre-marital and after marriage)»

Description of Present Sex Interests
How interested are you in sex? What.d© you find arousing? 
What'is satisfying? What do you dislike?

Pre-college Academic History 
Family Attitudes Toward Education
Did your family take an interest in your schoolwork as a 
child? Who helped you and in what ways? Did they actively 
favor your going on to college? •

t
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Elementary School
Write an accotmt of your early school memories (through Sth 
grade), including teachers9 playmates, your reactions to 
different subjects in school=

High School
Include courses and teachers that-were influential, partic
ularly in developing academic or career interests and com
petencies (or negative attitudes that you have today). Describe 
the high school social system; your place in it, friendship 
and dating relations» What were your parents attitudes 
toward you and your work during this period?

College History
Tour account of your college period should be very complete—  
as detailed as all the rest of your history combined t If 
you have attended more than one institution, use the suggested 
outline to describe the first, then:repeat as much of it as 
is appropriate for the second, and so on. Give each a code 
name =

Pre-college Expectations about College
Think back to your earliest ideas as to what college would be 
like— family talk you heard, what your friends thought of 
college, your own imaginative picttire of how it would be as 
compared to high school. What did you plan to major in at 
college? What career did you have in Mind? Bring out 
points where expectation and reality differed.

Choosing a College
How did you happen to go to the college you enrolled in as 
a freshman? What others did you consider? How much did you 
actually know about the college you started in? From whom 
did you get information? What parts of this information 
turned out to be correct? , Were you misled in any way?

First Impressions of College
Describe your first reactions upon arrival: the first day,
your first impressions of the other students and how you
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compared with them, your first classes, teachers— how you 
felt, how your pre-college expectations were confirmed, or proved wrong»

Description of the College (or University)
Describe the college you entered as a freshman in such a way 
as to give an outsider a picture of what it is like: its
size, the general atmosphere of the campus, the kind of 
students that go there, the quality of instruction, the admin
istration, how it all fit (or didn?t) with your own wishes 
for a collegeo

The Freshman Tear
Review what happened each term. Divide your account into 
the following topics:

1,. College major and career. What possible mdjors were 
you considering when you entered college? Did you have any particular after-college career thoughts or -plans? Did your 
ideas about a major (or career) change during fall term? 
Spring term? If so, why?

2, Reactions to courses and instructions. Describe any 
joys, disappointment or strong reactions,

3, Boy-girl relations. What did you expect? How was 
dating (or lack of it) during the first year? Be explicit 
about extent of petting, sex relations, fantasies,

4o Deep friendships = If you had a very close relation 
to some special person of either sex, describe the person in 
detail: their personality, values, influence upon you; what
you did for them,

5» Roommates, Describe each roommate you had as a freshman (give each a code name), your response to each and 
the course of your relationships over time,

6, Social life generally. Social organizations (dor
mitory groups, fraternities, church groups, etc,) that were 
prominent on campus, or that you were involved in or af
fected you,

?, Organizational and political life. Describe the 
power structure of the campus as you see it,~ Tell about any 
student organizations you joined, or wanted to, and how such 
activities affected you.
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So Brinking, drags9 smoking.

What practices are followed on campus with respect 
to drinking1and_drmg use? In what ways did you participate? 
1© you smoke? If you didr, and stopped, why?

Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Tears
Repeat the freshman year account for each year separately 
insofar as the categories are applicable.

Subsequent Colleges
If you attended more than one college, repeat the above 
account for each insofar as the categories apply.

After College
If you are in college now, describe your plans and thoughts 
about the future. What will you do after graduation? What 
kind of a career, if any, would you like to have?
If you are out of college, describe the first year out and 
whatever adjustment problem it presented. Them go on to 
give a systematic account of your career up to mow including 
graduate school, jobs, career as a wife, etc.

Developmental Tasks
At any given $ime one thinks of oneself as having certain 
^required developmental tasks,” that is, as being engaged 
upon, or wanting to make, or needing to make, certain de
velopments as a person. The feeling that these developments 
are needed may come from within, or may be induced by what 
seems desirable in the social surround, or to parents, and 
so on— the essential-point is that, for whatever reason, 
one feels both a sense of incompleteness along certain 
directions and one feels ^required,” (a pressure, internal 
or external) to move along the dimension in question. De
scribe your current “developmental tasks11 as a person.

Many students experience certain periods of college, or 
certain decisions or events, as having been crucial in their
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college careerso If you went through such a crisis period, 
or periods, identify them here. If they have not been fully 
described in the preceding material, give an account of each 
crisis and its place in your development»

Personality Development in College
low are you different today from what you were like when you 
first came to college? Identify each change separately and 
tell how and why it happened.

What is Heeded in Higher Education?
How would the college or university you have attended need to 
be changed in order to make it a satisfactory educational institution from your standpoint?

Instructions for Final Autobiography Procedure
Do not look at the nesst page until you are ready to write for 30-60 minutes. If you are a student, it must be done only 
on one of the following week daysi Tuesday, Wednesday, 
Thursday, or Friday: if you are net,in school, the day of
the week does not matter.
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The Last 24 Hours

Give a full account of what you actually did for the last 24 
hours o Start with awakening and relate the events of the day 
chronologically to bedtime=
You need not give trivial details (such as the particular 
items of clothing you put ©ns $iI dressed81 is sufficient 
unless the particular outfit you wore had some special 
significance),

(Return these instructions with your autobiography,)

p



Journal Imstnaeti@BS
A college journal is a diary kept on a regular basis accord
ing to certain rules» One rule is that the entry should be about just one event and that you select the one that was 
most emotionally involving: for you in the period since thelast entryo Be ruthlessly candid in your selection and
ignore considerations of rationality, good taste, ethics, 
the preservation of your self image, or anything else that would distort the absolute honesty of just what happened or
how you felt* _ _
^Emotionally involving" means that you spent more "feeling 
time" on the event in question, or it was more intense, more 
joyful, or disturbing, or interesting, than anything else 
that happened— whether it was something as small as being 
scared by a spider, or was an exceptionally live daydream, 
a drug experience, an exciting lecture, or a warm glance 
from someone whose interest you seek does not matter<, Your 
feeling involvement in the episode is the sole criterion for 
what to write on„
There are two types of entries:

Regular Entries
Unless otherwise instructed make a journal entry at the end 
of the week (Sunday evening, or as soon as possible on 
Monday) covering the most involving event of the preceding 
weeko Date the entry by including the day of the week, 
calendar day and your autobiographical year: Sun.,
June 14, *19°

On-the-spot Entries
Whenever something very unusual happens or develops in the 
week, make an entry as soon as possible while feelings and 
details are fresh= If the event lasts several days, keep 
writing about it as it develops °

(Turn in your autobiography by mid-point in the semester and 
your journal entries as you produce them. Label everything 
with your code name°)



APPENDIX B

List of Unpublished Autobiographies by Students and Patients

Unpublished Autobiographies Written by Students 
in "Personality in College" Course at 

The University of Arizona
.Autobiography of Eric Autobiography of Grace Kelly , 
Autobiography of Gus 
Autobiography of Jenny 
Autobiography of Julie 
Autobiography of Kent 
Autobiography of Marc 
Autobiography of Michelle 
Autobiography of-Monica Autobiography of Patty - 
Autobiography of Rachael,
Autobiography of Sean 
Autobiography of Scott 
Autobiography of Willy

Unpublished Autobiographies Written by Patients 
at Southern Arizona Mental Health Center for Professor Madison

Autobiography of Barbara 
Autobiography of Carol 
Autobiography of Irene 
Autobiography, of Pearl
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APPENDIX C

Student Evaluation Forms

NAME_____________  DATE
SEX: M F YEAR: FRESH. SOPH. JR. SR.
PRESENT COURSE NO. PREVIOUS PSYCH. COURSES

DIRECTIONS: This booklet contains a list of adjectives.
Please read them quickly and circle each one you would con
sider to be self-descriptive. Do not worry about duplications, 
contradictions, and so forth. Work quickly and do not spend much time on any one adjective. Try to be frank, and check 
those adjectives which describe you as you really are, not as 
you would like to be.

absent-minded calm cooperative easy-going
active capable courageous effeminate
adaptable careless cowardly efficient
adventurous cautious cruel egotistical
affected changeable curious emotional
affectionate charming cynical energetic
aggressive cheefful daring enterprising
alert civilized deceitful enthusiastic
aloof clear thinking defensive evasive
ambitious clever deliberate excitable
anxious coarse demanding fair-minded
apathetic cold dependable fault-finding
appreciative commonplace dependent fearful
argumentative complaining despondent feminine
arrogant complicated determined fickle
artistic conceited dignified flirtatious
assertive confident discreet foolish
attractive confused disorderly forceful
autocratic conscientious dissatisfied foresighted
awkward conservative distractible forgetful
bitter considerative distrustful forgiving
blustery contented dominant formal
boastful conventional dreamy frank
bossy cool dull friendly

7S
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frivolous
fussy-
generous
gentle
gloomy-good-lookinggood-natured
greedy-
handsomehard-hearted
hard-headed
hasty-
headstrong
healthy-
high-strung
honest
hostile
humorous
hurried
idealistic
imaginative
immature
impatient
impulsive
independent
indifferentindividualistic
industrious
infantile
informal
ingenious
inhibited
initiative
insightful
intelligent
interests narrowinterests wide
intolerantinventive
irresponsible
irritable
jollykind
lazy-
leisurely
logical
loud
loyal
mannerly
masculine
mature

meek
methodical
mild
mischievous
moderatemodestmoody
naggingnatural
nervous
noisy
obliging
obnoxious
opinionated
opportunistic
optimisticorganized
original
outgoing
outspoken
painstaking
patient
peaceable
peculiar
persevering
persistant
pessimistic
planful
pleasant
pleasure-seeking
poised
polished
practicalpraising
precise
prejudicedpreoccupied
progressiveprudish
quarrelsome
queer
quick
quiet
quitting
rational
rattlebrainedrealistic
reasonable
rebellious
reckless
reflective

relaxed
reliable
resentful
reserved
resourcefulresponsible
restless
retiring
rigid
robust
rude
sarcastic
self-centered
self-confident
self-controlled
self-denyingself-pitying
self-punishing
self-seeking
selfish
sensitive
sentimental
serious
severesexy
shallowsharp-witted
shiftless
show-off
shrewd
shy
silent
simplesincere
slipshod
slowsly
smugsnobbish
sociable
soft-hearted
sophisticatedspendthrift
spineless
spontaneous
spunky
stable
steady
stem
stingy
stolid

strongstubborn
submissive
suggestive
sulky
superstitioussuspicious
sympathetic
tactful
tactless
talkative
temperamental
tensethankless
thorough
thoughtful
thrifty
timid
tolerant
touchy
tough
trusting
unaffected
unambitious
unassuming
unconventionalundependable
understanding
unemotional
unexcitable
unfriendly
uninhibited
unintelligentunkind
unrealistic
unscrupulousunselfish
unstablevindictive
versatile
warm
wary
weak
whiny
wholesome
wise
withdrawn
witty
worrying
zany



NAME DATE
80

SEX: M___ F___ YEAR: FRESH.___ SOPH.___ JR.___ SR..
AUTOBIOGRAPHY: YES___ NO___
PRESENT COURSE NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  PREVIOUS PSYCH. COURSES

I. If you chose the autobiography option, please indicate 
your reasons for your choice. If you did not choose 
the autobiography option, tell why you chose not to 
to write an autobiography.

II. Answer this question only if you produced or are
producing an autobiography. What did you get out of 
writing your autobiography other than academic credit?

III. Do you feel your personality, attitudes or feelings have 
changed significantly as a result of the autobiography? 
(Answer this question on back of paper.)



NAME DATE
81

SEX: M  F  YEAR: FRESH.  SOPH.  JR.  SR.___
COURSE NO. 42 AUTOBIOGRAPHY OPTION: YES___ NO___

DIRECTIONS: This inventory consists of numbered statements.
Read each statement and decide when it is true as applied to 
or false as applied to you. Circle T or F. If a statement 
is true or mostly true as applied to you, circle the T. If 
a statement is false or not usually true as applied to you, 
circle the F.
Remember to give your own opinion of yourself. Do not leave 
any blank spaces if you can avoid it.
Remember, try to make some answer to every statement.
T F 1. At times I feel like swearing.
T F 2. At times I feel like smashing things.
T F 3. I think a great many people exaggerate their mis

fortunes in order to gain the sympathy and help 
of others.

T F 4. It takes a lot of argument to convince most
people of the truth.

T F 5. I have very few quarrels with members of my
family.

T F 6. Most people will use somewhat unfair means togain profit or an advantage rather than lose it.
T F 7. Often I can’t understand why I have been so

cross and grouchy.
T F 8. At times my thoughts have raced ahead faster

than I could speak them.
T F 9. Criticism or scolding hurts me terribly.
T F 10. I certainly feel useless at times.
T F 11. It makes me impatient to have people ask my

advice or to otherwise interrupt me when I am 
working on something important.
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T F 12. I have never felt better in my life than I donow.
T F 13• What others think of me does not bother me.
T F 14. It makes me uncomfortable to put on a stunt at

a party even when others are doing the same 
sort of things.

T F 15. I find it hard to make talk when I meet new
people.

T F 16. I am against giving money to beggars.
T F 17. I frequently find myself worrying about something,
T F 18. I get mad easily and then get over it soon.
T F 19. When in a group of people I have trouble think

ing of the right things to talk about.
T F 20. At times I am all full of energy.
T F 21. I have periods in which I feel unusually

cheerful without any special reason.
T F 22. I think nearly anyone would like to keep out of

trouble.
T F 2 3. I worry over money and business.
T F 2 4. At periods my mind seems to work more slowly

than usual.
T F 25. People often disappoint me.
T F 26. I have sometimes felt that difficulties were

piling up so high that I could not overcome them.
T F 27. I often think, ”1 wish I were a child again.”
T F 28. I have often met people who were supposed to be

experts who were no better than I.
T F 29. I find it hard to get aside a task that I have

undertaken, even for a short time.
T F 30. I like to let people know where I stand on

things.



APPENDIX D 

Adjective Check List Ratios 

TABLE 1
SELF-ACCEPTANCE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OPTION N=13

Student
Code

Date
2-7

Date 
3-25 ... Change

Date
5-6 Change

Total
Change

Willy .2333 .2978 .0645 .3161 .0183 +.0828
Marc .3524 .4736 .1212 .5308 .0572 +.1784
Scott .3496 .2670 -.0826 .4468 .1798 +.0972
Julie .302? .4122 .1095 .3757 -.0365 +.0730
Sean .3150 .4246 .1096 .3177 -.1069 +.0027
Rachael .4830 .6190 .1310 . 5866 -.0324 +.0986
Monica .3815 .4545 .0730 .4545 .0000 +.0730
Gus .3820 .3259 -.0561 .2551 -.0708 +.1269
Kelly .4608 .4807 .0199 .3888 -.0919 -.0720
Michelle .4128 .4093 -.0035 .3935 -.0110 -.0145
Kent • 3135 .4031 .0923 .3205 -.0876 +.0052
Eric .4307 .4117 -.0190 .4255 .0138 -.0052
Patty .4201 .4141 -.0060 .4642 .0549 +.0441

TOTAL 4.8442 5.3985 • 5543 5.2806 -.1131 .4364
MEAN .3726 „ -LIS? . .0426 .4062 -.0087 . ,P33J>

83
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TABLE 2
SELF-ACCEPTANCE NON-AUTOBIOGRAPHY OPTION N=13

Student
Code

Date
2-7

Date 
_ 3-25 Change

Date
5-6 Change

Total
Change

0793 .4025 .3409 -.0616 .3743 .0334 -.0232
516 .3246 .3636 .0390 .4025 .0339 +.0779

232? • 4603 .5363 .0755 .5909 .0546 +.1301
3694 • 5342 .5409 .0067 .5070 -.0339 -.0272

1349 .4591 .4054 .0537 .3692 -.0362 -.0399
4612 .2041 .4597 .1656 .5000 .0403 +.2959
7070 .4250 .5070 .0320 .4343 -.0222 +.059#
7303 .4000 .3411 -.0539 .4166 .0755 +.0166
1629 .2935 .2272 -.0713 .1764 -.0503 -.1221
6943 .4736 .4056 -.0630 .4933 .0377 +.0197
9070 .4020 .3423 -.0592 .4371 .1443 +.0351
1550 .3331 .4457 .0626 . 4434 -.0023 +.0603
6562 .4353 .4235 -.0073 .3947 -.033# -.0411

TOTAL 5.2033 5.3447 .0514 5.6402 .2955 .4369
MEAN .4002 ..4111 .0039 . .4224- .0227 _ .....0̂ 36
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TABLE 3
SELF-CRITICALITY AUTOBIOGRAPHY OPTION N=13

Student
Code

Date
2-7

Date
3-25 Change

Date 
. 5-6 Change Total

Change K
Willy .1583 .1205 .0378 .1397 -.0192 +.0186 12
Marc .1229 .0631 .0598 .0493 .0138 +.0736 12
Scott .1233 .1875 -.0587 .0638 .1237 +.0650 5
Julie .1567 .0534 .0133 .1156 -.0622 +.0411 6
Sean .1643 .1643 .0000 .1401 .0242 +.0242 14
Rachael .0714 .0357 .0357 .0133 .0224 +.0581 18
Monica .0263 .0649 -.0386 .0519 .0130 -.0256 13
Gus .3033 .1484 .1552 .2040 -.0559 +.0993 10
Kelly .0956 .0576 .0380 .1388 -.0812 -.0432 16
Michelle .0453 .1006 -.0548 .0847 -.0159 -.0389 19
Kent .1615 .1122 .0493 .1793 -.0672 -.0179 9
Eric .0615 .0147 .0468 .0212 -.0065 +.0403 21
Patty .0340 .0909 -.0069 .0357 .0649 +.0483 18

TOTAL 1.5804 1.2138 .2769 1.2375 — •0461 .3429
MEAN .1215 .0933 .0213 ..0951 -.0035 .0263
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TABLE 4
SELF-CRITICALITY NON-AUTOBIOGRAPHY OPTION N=13

Student
Code

Date
2-7

Date
3-25 Change Date

5-6 Change
Total
Change K

0793 .1069 .0795 .0274 .0670 .0125 +.0399 12
516 .1428 .0649 .0779 .0649 .0000 +.0779 12

232? .0347 .0090 .0257 .0000 .0000 +.0347 13
8694 .0821 .0163 .0658 .0281 .0118 +.0540 16

1349 .0510 .0810 -.0300 .0923 -.0113 -.0413 14
4612 .1078 .0344 .0734 .0113 .0231 +.0965 10
7070 .1250 .0563 .0687 .0606 -.0043 +•0644 17
7303 .1130 .1529 -.0399 .1203 +.0326 -.0073 12
1629 .1343 .0909 .0434 .1764 -.0855 -.0421 8
6948 .0736 .0849 -.0113 .0933 -.0084 -.0197 10
9070 .1134 .0857 .0277 .0256 .0601 +.0878 0
1550 .1363 .1445 -.0082 .1130 .0315 +.0233 11
6562 .1282 .0714 -.0568 .0526 .0188 +.0756 0

TOTAL 1.3491 .9717 .3774 .9054 .0573 .4437
MEAN .1037 .0742 .0290 .0696 .0044 .0341
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TABLE 5
SELF-ACCEPTANCE INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY CONTROL

Student
Code

Date
2-3 Date

3-28 Change
Date
5-9 Change

Total
Change

172398 • 3396 • 2708 -.0633 .3000 +.0292 -.0396
159677 .3600 .3963 +.0363 .4473 +.0505 +.0373
677053 • 3815 .3636 -.0179 .3376 -.0260 -.0439
150438 • 4158 .4579 +.0421 .5119 +.0540 +.0961
St 45 .2800 .2237 -.0563 .2320 +.0583 +.0020
4546 .3360 .3333 -.0027 .3656 +.0323 +.0296
C H .3515 .3939 +.0426 .3846 -.0093 +.0333
C B • 4444 .3867 -.0577 .3909 +.0042 -.0535

162374 .3578 .4354 +.0776 .3830 -.0474 +.0302

160669 .3883 .4642 +.0759 .4017 -.0625 +.0134
CHOW • 3539 .3375 -.0213 .3404 +.0029 -.0139

SMYERS .4252 .4625 -.0373 .4146 +.0479 -.0106
173330 • 3333 .4222 +.0339 .4125 -.0097 +.0792

Total 4.7725 4.9485 .1760 4.9771 .0236 .2046
Mean • 3671 .3306 .0135, _ .3323 .0020 .0157
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TABLE 6
SELF-CRITICALITY INTRODUCTORY PSYCHOLOGY CONTROL

Student
Code

Date
2-8

uate
_ j-za Change

Date
5-9 Change

Total
Change

172898 .1886 .1979 -.0093 .2000 -.0021 -.0114
159677 .1466 .0714 +.0752 .0526 +.0188 +.0940
677053 .1184 .103 a +.0146 .1688 -.0650 -.0504
150438 .0990 .0654 +.0336 .0357 +.0297 +.0633
St 45 .1680 .2447 -.0767 .1923 +.0524 -.0243
4546 .0800 .1481 -.o6ai .0820 +.0661 -.0020
C B .1333 .1226 +.0107 .1181 +.0045 +.0152
C H .1621 .1515 +.0106 .1153 +.0362 +.0468

162847 .1052 .1209 -.0157 .0820 +.0389 +.0232
160669 .1067 .0595 +.0472 .0769 -.0174 +.0298

CHOW .1250 .1875 -.0625 .1276 +.0599 -.0026
SMYERS .0804 .0750 +.0054 .0731 +.0019 +.0073
173330 .1363 .1333 +.0030 .1375 -.0042 -.0012

TOTAL 1.6496 i.6ai6 -.0320 1.4619 .2197 .1877
MEAN .1268 .1293 -.0024 .1124 .0169 .0144
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TABLE 7
PROFESSOR MADISON LIKA BI LIT Y* AUTOBIOGRAPHY OPTION N=12

Student Date Date Total
Code 2-14 5-20 Change
Jenny 1.0 1.0* .0000
Willy 1.0 .984! -.0159
Marc .9062 .9210 +.0148
Sean .9459 .9795 +.0336
Rachael 1.0 1.0 .0000
Gus .9629 1.0 +.0371
Kelly 1.0 1.0 .0000
Michelle 1.0 1.0 .0000
Kent .9200 1.0 +.0800
Eric .8666 .6153 -.2513
Patty 1.0 1.0 .0000
Julie .9500 .882] -.0677

TOTAL 11.55 11.38 -.169
MEAN .96 ____ - -95 -.014
^Actually taken July 1 6.
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PROFESSOR MADISON
TABLE

LIKABILITY
8

NON-AUTOBIOGRAPHY OPTION N=12
Student Date Date Total
Code 2-14 5-20 Change
694# 1.0 1.0 .0000
9070 .9600 1.0 +.0400
4612 1.0 1.0 .0000
0793 .9333 1.0 +.0162
1550 .9230 .8313 -.0417
7070 .9423 .9714 +.0236
1349 .9200 .9545 +.0345
516 .7777 .9230 +.1453

3194 1.0 1.0 .0000
7134 .9091 .9210 +.0119
2761 1.0 .9130 -.0370
9113 .3337 .9047 +.0210

TOTAL 11.30 11.47 .169
MEAN ... .......... .. .96 .014



APPENDIX E

Process Measurement Scales

Appendix El. A Scale for the Rating of Experiencing 
By: Eugene T. Gendlin and T. M. Tomlinson*

Summary Rating Sheet
Process Rating Scale for Psychotherapeutic Interviews:
Experiencing Dimension. The degree to which the client man
ifests inward reference in his verbalizations• The client is 
referring inwardly when he is referring to his own feelings 
and reactions— when he is searching for the meaning of the 
personal events, feelings, and ideas he is reporting.
Freedom to move among feelings and their sig
nificance from an ex
periential frame of 
reference.

Able to arrive at a con
clusion based on insight 
into the significance of 
his feelings.

7. The client does not need 
a narrative as a point of 
departure. He can travel 
among feelings and under
stands them quickly. The 
client has no difficulty 
in tying together what he 
is saying and presenting 
a clear picture of himself—  
what meaning his thoughts, 
actions and feelings have 
for him. He moves easily 
from one inward reference to 
another and is able to inte
grate them into his exper
iential frame of reference.

6. Feelings become content.
If there are situational 
associations they are under
stood in terms of the

*Carl R. Rogers et al. (eds.), The Therapeutic Relationship 
and Its Impact: 'Study of Psychotherapy with Schizophrenics
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 196?), pp. 589-590.
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Defines a problem in terms 5. 
of feelings and attempts to 
explore this.

Person communicates what 4» 
it is like to be him.

Affective involvement does 3•
go beyond specific content 
but passes by deeper mean
ings.

Ownership of personal role 2 . 
in narrative.

No personal involvements. 1.

Rater_____
Segment No.

92
personal significance of 
the feelings associated 
with them.
Exploration of: (a) one
situation or aspect of 
self-image involving many 
feelings and their poten
tial relationship, or one 
feeling area (if well described) and its personal 
significance; (b) many situations examined in 
terms of the common feel
ings or significance involved.
Several ways it can be 
Either fluid expression 
of many feelings, or ex
pression of one feeling 
and time spent elaborating 
on it in terms of the sig
nificance for self-image; 
or a specific expression 
of the fact that the feel
ings exist, but that help 
is required to express 
them.
Expressions of personal and 
"owned" feelings used as 
parenthetical comments to a 
narrative. Personal feel
ings are still (a) tied 
completely to situations in 
which they arise, or (b) un
elaborated in terms of 
deeper personal meaning or 
significance.
Personal reference used 
to clarify that it is 
clearly his story.
No personal reference used. 
Narrative of events describ
ing what amounts to a public 
picture. Denial or refusal 
of personal involvement.
Code x = peak rating 

x = modal rating
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Appendix E2. A Scale for the Rating of Personal Constructs
By: T. M. Tomlinson*

Stages
Stage 1
The nature of the client’s communication is such that no con structs (attitudes, beliefs, etc.) about either himself, 
others, or external situations, are reported. The clients’ 
verbalization is banal, trite, and irrelevant, e.g., he dis
cusses the weather, baseball, etc., but nothing of a personally meaningful nature. The attitudes expressed are 
inconsequential in the determination of the nature of his 
construct system.
The client conveys the impression that he either can’t or 
does not want to, disclose his beliefs, attitudes, ideas, 
etc., to the therapist.
Indications
1. Much silence neither preceded nor followed by personally meaningful communication about attitudes, etc.
2. Inconsequential attitudes are expressed in which it is 

apparent that there is little self-involvement. The 
issues discussed have nothing to do with the present 
position of the client, e.g., weather, baseball, cars, 
the quality of the hospital food, etc.

3. The entire tenor of the client’s communication suggests 
he is simply trying to pass time and has no intention of 
expressing feelings about any but the most shallow and 
meaningless issues.

Stage 2
Personal constructs are extremely rigid, unrecognized as con
structs, and thought of as external facts.
The individual seems unaware that the meaning imputed to his 
experience has come from himself and is not necessarily

*Carl R. Rogers et al. (eds.), The Therapeutic Relationship 
and Its Impact: A Study of Psychotherapy with Schizophrenics
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1967)>PP« 593-597.



inherent in the situation<> To him the meanings of external 
situations are facts, not experience subject to different 
interpretations.
Indications
lo Statements, particularly those expressing value judgments 

are made in absolute, undifferentiated global terms.
2. The expressed constructs will for the most part be con

fined to external situations. Seldom will constructs 
about himself be verbalized. Sometimes the individual 
will make statements in which he tries in an objective 
remote fashion to characterize himself or his life; 
these statements seem to have the intent of placing the 
individual in a context which can be defined in terms of 
externals such as historical time, geographical place, 
and objectified (absolute) moral values.

3. ,The individual seems to place himself apart from external
situations. He expresses attitudes about externals in 
a rigid way but fails to perceive his connection to 
these externals in that it is his attitudes that have 
defined the situation, not any characteristics inherent 
in the situation.

4° The interpretations of external events are seen in black or white terms.- Things cannot or couldntt be inter
preted differently because things "are just this way."

Stage 3
Personal constructs are still extremely rigid, but the per
son’s construal of external events now includes some refer
ences to himself. His talk is not confined solely to 
external situations but may involve the effects external 
situations have had on him and he may detail his response 
to these external situations.
Indications
1. The client may appear to be justifying his position. He

seems to be defendinghis perception of his environment
and his reactions to it. To do this he may try to enlist 
the aid of the therapist, e.g., by asking the therapist 
to confirm his perception of his experience.

2. The client may appear to be clinging to his constructs
"for dear life." The quality of his verbalization is
such as to suggest. that the client is saying, in effect.



®this (the way I see things) has just got to be correct»15 
but at somes as yet unacknowledged and unaccepted but implicitly evident levels he seems to doubt this*

3» The client may attempt to justify his present position (construct system) by describing external situationss 
other people*s attitudes, behavior, etc., which are 
like his own. He is in effect saying to the therapist,
8You see, they do it too, and if other peopleJs behavior 
is like mine then mine:imust be O.K.8 The client enlists this external behavior in support, of his interpretations 
of experience, without regard for the context of his 
present situation and the ways in which it might con
sequently differ from his descriptions of other's be
havior. In short he force-fits other situations and 
behavior into his own construct system to provide 
support for his interpretations of his experience.

Stage 4
Personal constructs are rigid but at times the client will 
indicate verbally, or in his approach to his experience, that 
he recognizes the possibility that his perception may not be, 
or was not, correct. -
Occasionally he may verbally, or in his approach to under
standing his experience, question the validity of a construct. 
The form taken of the questioning is more likely to be a 
recognition of possible "errors8 in interpretation of ex
perience rather than suggesting that a different approach 
could have been taken.
Indications
1. As the client recounts his behavior he conveys the im

pression that he is beginning to see how he construed 
his experience through his own eyes, rather than with a 
blind acceptance of events and situations as external 
facts having no relation to himself.

2. Here the verbalizations have more of the flavor of "ex
planations8 for behavior as he is seeking to help him
self to justify his behavior as he is seeking to help 
himself and the therapist understand how he saw or sees 
things.

3. There is a general feeling of unhappiness about his 
interpretations of experience.

4o He may identify characteristic ways of behaving in dif
ferent situations, e.g., "I must punish myself,8 or



111 was always the pacifier» The above ways of behaving are global and undifferentiated, but differ from stage 2 
behavior in that they are constructs about the self, not externalso

Stage 5
There is a beginning loosening of personal constructs = With 
some frequency it is discovered that experience has been construed as having a certain meaning but that this meaning 
is not inherent, absolute, nor externally valid at all times.' 
There is a questioning of the validity of some present con
structs, organizations of experience, and meanings and feelings .
Indications
1. Increasingly there is a discussion of specific, self constructs rather than global ones as found in stages 2 and 

3, e.g., within the global construct $$I must punish my
self,” theeclient details specific behavior and specific 
ways he saw things, and he begins to ask himself why he saw things the way he did.

2. The clients verbalization suggests that he is quite 
aware of the way he has construed his experience. The 
significant feature is his awareness of the inappro
priateness of his approach to his experience, i.e., his 
questioning of the validity of his interpretation of the 
events which compose experience.

3. This stage may be characterized as one in which the client reinterprets his experience but doesnft re
formulate it. He expresses his awareness that he saw 
things in a certain way and he is aware that his ex
perience could have been interpreted differently, but 
he?s not at all sure of just how. He is in the process 
of dropping old constructs, but he has not as yet sub
stituted different, more appropriate ones.

Stage 6
There is a more or less continuous loosening of constructs as the client realizes that many constructs which have seemed 
to be solid guides are only ways of construing a moment of 
experiencing. The difference between this stage and stage 5 
is that in addition to continued loosening of constructs 
there is tentative ”commitment” to new constructs. The client 
recognizes these new ways of construing experience are more 
appropriate, realistic, etc., ways of construing himself tasd 
events.



Indications
lo Here the client is often clearly able to contrast his past constructs with his new and different ways of 

interpreting his experience« He seems to have dis
covered that he doesn’t have to behave in a certain 
way9 that there are alternative interpretations for 
experience and he is sharply aware of the differences 
between past and present constructs» Further, he is 
able to describe the alternatives» He not only 
questions validity but also makes ’’recommendations” 
for changeo He perceives clearly how and what he - could or can do differently=

20 The new constructs are tentative, as if he is afraid 
to give up completely the old ways of construing his 
experience o The flavor is sort of t!it could be this 
way, if I let.ito”

3 o Often the dissolving of old constructs will have am 
impelling immediacy about it. The client might say 
something like, ”My God, all my.life I’ve behaved like 
this and it wasn’t necessary.” The quality is one of 
immediate fresh discovery coupled with the feeling that 
this is experience which means something— it’s the 
right.:wav to see things.

Stage 7
Experience is tentatively construed as having a certain
meaning but this meaning is always held loosely and is
checked and rechecked against further experiencing.
Indications
1. The client seems to realize that even these new con

structs, right as they seem to be, can be held loosely 
and are subject to constant reinterpretation in accord 
with different experience. He can predict his own be
havior only by.knowing the events which compose the 
situation in which the behavior.occurs.

2. The client will explore at length the meaning of his new 
constructs, making changes when appropriate and making 
minor, fresh discoveries within the framework of the new 
construct. These minor discoveries may be about past _ 
experiences reinterpreted in light of new constructs or 
they may be amendments to the new constructs in light of



3 o The quickness of change of constructs (minor) indicates the looseness of the present major construct= It is 
open to constant reinterpretation and amendment °

Appendix E3« A Scale for Rating the Manner of Problem Ex
pression
By? Ferdinand van der Veen and To Mo Tomlinson*

This is a scale that describes the way a person specifically 
talks about his problemso It is not a sickness-health scale» 
Healthy persons can be at any stage on the scale9 depending 
upon what they say about their problems =
Different stages on the scale refer to distinctly different 
ways of verbalizing or talking about problems» There are 
two criteria, one positive (Y) and one negative (H), for 
each stage except the first and last which have only one.
The negative criterion in one stage becomes the positive 
criterion for the next stage, so that successive stages are 
mutually exclusive»
The total scale uses six objective indices for the criteria= 
These are: talking (not talking) about a problem (A); talk
ing (not talking) about own direct involvement (B); talking 
(not, talking) about own reactions (0); talking (not talk
ing) about own contribution (D); talking (not talking) 
about own understanding of self (E)| and talking (not.talk
ing) about actual resolution (F). The client is given the highest rating that most accurately.fits the particular 
selection, taking the whole selection into account= The 
scale is intended to be cumulative so a selection should 
not be rated at a certain stage unless the positive criteria 
for the stages below it are at least implicitly present in 
the segmento

Definitions
1, yDirect involvement11 (in B): The client includes himself
in the problem situation as he describes the problem= This

*Carl Ro Rogers et al= (eds.), The Therapeutic Relationship 
and Its Impact: A Study of Psychotherapy with Schizophrenics
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1967)3 PP= 599-601.



means feeing a part ©£ a sitnation in a specific manner as 
opposed, to a general state of affairs that 'has no specific effect on the actions of the individual.. The latter would suggest either no involvement or indirect involvement.
2* !,Own reaction* (in C): The client talks about own feelings or behavior in reaction to the problem.
3 o 11 Sontrifeution* (in B); Refers to the part played fey the 
individual in making the problem.
4° ^Understanding* (in l)s Refers to the client7s talking 
about his comprehension of the meaning of his own feelingss 
reactions9 and behavior. The client may indicate that he 
understands them a little or a great deal, but it doesn*t 
matter how much. What is important is that he is talking 
about his understanding of himself.
5. "Actual* (in F): Means that the client talks about a
resolution that, for him, has really occurred or is 
occurring.

Stages
Stage 1
AU The individual does not talk about problems, i.e., 

wrongs, difficulties, confusions, complaints, etc.
Stage 2
AT The individual talks about problems or problem situations, 
and
BN The individual does not talk about his direct involvement in a problem situation or event.
Stage 3
BY The individual talks about his direct involvement in a 

problem situation or event.
and
CN The individual does not talk about his own reactions in 

or to the problem situation.
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Stage 4
GY The individual talks about his own reaction in or to the problem situation,
and
DN The individual does not talk about the contribution of 

his own reactions to the problem.
Stage 5
DY The individual talks about the contribution of his own reactions to the problem,
and
EM The individual does not talk about his own understanding 

of his feelingsj-, experiencesj or attitudes.
Stage 6
EY The individual talks about his own understanding of his 

feelingss experiences3 or attitudes,
and
FN The individual does not talk about an actual resolution 

of the problem situation in terms of changes in his feelings9 experiences, or attitudes.
Stage 7
FY The individual talks about an actual resolution of the 

problem situation in terms of changes in his feelings, 
experiences, or attitudes.

Rating Outline
If Score
AN 1
AY and BN 2
BY arid CN 3GY and 11 4BY arid 11 5EY and FN 6
FY 7



Score Only if
1<>5 Sample fits 1, except for a slight amount of AT
2,5 Sample fits 2S except for a slight amount of BY
3=5 Sample fits 3» except for a slight amount of GY
4°5 Sample fits 4$ except for a slight amount of BY5=5 Sample fits 53 except for a slight amount of BY
6=5 Sample fits 6, except for a slight amount of FY
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